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PREFACE 

This volume is the second in a series of four Reports 

growing out of the rJational Criminal Justice Educational Con~ 

so~tiuro project. This Consortium was funded in 1973 by the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and involved seven 

universities. 'l'he project \"Jas a three-year endeavor designed 

to lead to the developMent or strengthening of graduate pro

grams in criminal justice at the seven member institutions: 

the University of Maryland, .r.hchigan State University, Arizona 

state University, the University of Nebraska at Omaha, Portlaud 

State University, Northeastern University, and Eastern Kentucky 

University. The first two of these universities had master's 

and doctoral programs in existence at the time of the creation 

of the Consortium, vlhile the other five vlere charged '\\1ith de

veloping new graduate programs. 

As in all human events, individual historical episodes are 

to SOMe degree unique. In the case of this educational devel

opment experience, each of the seven member universities differ

ed from the others in a number of important ways. The criminal 

justice program development events at the individual institu

tions varied in many v,lays froM one university to another. Vol

ume I, Proqram Histories: The Seven Consortium Institutions, 
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presents detailed narrative accounts of the particular experi

ences at each of the seven universities. The interested reader 

can learn a good deal about the nuances of university life, 

curriculum development, and related matters from these seven 

program analyses in Volume I . 

Bnt, the historian's task is also one of extracting com

monalities of ex.perience out of somewhat parallel historical 

experiences. Although no blO economic developments, revolu

tions, wars, or educational experiences are entirely similar, 

some common threads can be discerned among them. Volume II, 

An Analysis of the Consortium Endeavor, centers about the 

shared probleMs~ successes and failures, and other experiences 

undergone by the seven Consortium institutions. Volume II 

should be of considerable value not only to those readers who 

are interested in graduate education in criminal justice but 

also to stufl.ents of educational organizations ,,,ho wish to learn 

about the broader topics of educational innovation, curriculum ,. 

development, or educational consortia. 

One of the core questions or issues regarding graduate 

education in criminal justice has to do with manpower needs. 

How many persons -vTi th advanced degrees in criminal justice will 

be needed in future decades? How many posJ.tions in educational 

institutions, criminal justice agencies, or other organizations 

\Jill actually open up to holders of graduate degrees in crimi

nal justice? Nhat kinds of specific skills and knowledge will 

be required of those criminal justice graduates? Volume III, 

iv 
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Criminal Justice Education r1anpower Survey, presents the re

sults of a comprehensive attemnt on the part of the Consortium 

institutions to provide some tentative answers to these que

ries. 

The issue of the substantive content of criminal justice 

graduate programs is addressed in various places throughout 

these four volumes, as is the companion question of the most 

appropriate institutional location for graduate programs in 

criminal iustice. Each of the seven Consortium institutions 

had to face these and related questions. HO'lJever 8 Volume IV, 

Criminal Justice Doctoral Education: Issues and Perspectives, 

is focused specifically upon key issues in criminal justice ed

ucation. This Report draws heavily from the proceedings of a 

conference on criminal justice doctoral education held at the 

University of Nebraska at Omaha on October 21-23, 19750 The 

reader will encounter a good many provocative analyses of the 

rroble~s and prospects for the eMerging field of criminal jus

tice within the pages of Volume IV. 

The Directors and staff members of the seven Consortium 

institution projects regard these four volumes as a major prod

uct of the educational development experience. Final answers 

to major questions are not presented in these volumes, for such 

propositions would be highly premature. The final outlines of 

criminal justice graduate education are not yet entirely clear. 

Much worJ< remains to be done to,qard the development of criminal 

justice 0raduate education that speaks to the central issues of 

crime control in modern society. But, if woe have managed to 
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identify some of the major problems that cry out for attention, 

the purposes of these volumes will have been achieved. 

The supervision and general editorship of these Reports 

was the responsibility of the Consortium Board of Directors, 

composed of the Project Directors of the seven Consortium uni-

versities: Peter P. Lejip.~, Chairman, University of Maryland; 

NOrr.lan Rosenblatt., Vice Chairman, Northeastern University; 

John H. r·1cNa.rnara, former Chairman, University of Michigan; 

.Tames tv .. Fox, Eastern Kentucky University; Don C. Gibbons, 

Portland State University; I. Gayle Shuman, Arizona State Uni-

versity; and Vincent J. ~"1ebb, University of Nebraska at Omaha. 

A Consortium Reports Committee chaired by Peter P. Lejins was 

appointed by the Board of Direc.tors. ~1ernbership of this com-

mittee has included Gilbert H. Bruns, James W. Fox, Norman 

Rosenblatt, and Vincent J. Webb. 

Responsibility for the overall organization of these many 

efforts, including outlining g editing, writing of certain por-

tions, typing. proofreading, reproduction, and assembly of the 

Reports rested with the staff of the Office of the Coorainator: 

Gilbert H. Bruns, Coordinator; Pat (Wilson) Young, former 

Assistant to the Coordinator; Carolyn O'Hearn, Publications 

Liaison Specialist; Charlotte C. HOvJard and Elaine Stern, Proj-

ect ]\ssistants; and r1arilyn ThoPlpson, secretary. 

The representatives of the National Criminal Justice Edu-

cational Consortium ilish to take this opportunity to express 

their appreciation for both the financial and moral support of 
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the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, without which 

these volUMes and the achievements reported in them would not 

have been possible. Gratitude is due especially to Administra

tor Richard 1iV u Velde, .1. Price FostE'r, Director of the Office 

of Criminal Jus·tice Education and Training, and Program rlana

gers Carl N. Harnm and Jean F. r1oore. 

Although the La'\<] Enforcement Assistance Administration 

provided the funding for the Consortiu.m, the vie\vs presented 

in these volumes do not necessarily represent the opinions and 

views of that agency. Instead, the claims and conclusions ad

vanced in these pages should be attributed to the members of 

the National Criminal Justice Educational Consortium. 

vii 
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CHAPTER 1. ORIGINS OF THE NCJEC 

HISTORY OF CRI.HINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION* 

The LEAA 406(e) grants for developing or strengthening 

graduate level education in criminal justice came at a signif

icant time and in response to a need felt in both educational 

and operational circles in criminal justice. In order '0 ap-

preciate the meaning of the grants and the functions which 

they performed during the three years of the National Criminal 

Justice Educational Consortium, one has to understand the cir-

cumstances under 't>Jhich the formulation of the Consortium oc-

curred . 

Until very recently, one of the major characteristics of 

criminal justice as compared to other specialized activities 

in modern society was the absence of a specially designed edu-

cational system. Such an educational system is established for 

the basic purpose of preparing personnel, at the same time, it 

*r1aterial on the history of criminal justice education was 
written by Peter P. Lejins, Project Director at the 
University of Haryland, vdth suggestions from other 
meI'1bers of the NCJEC Board of Directors. 
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serves as a receptacle for accumulated knowledge and experience 

and provides a base for research. These specialized education

al systems usually underpin the formation of a profession or 

occupational grout? \'lhich staffs a particular acti vi ty. 

~1edical care in modern society has its mm educational 

system--the schools of medicine, which produce the needed spe

cialists and are essential for the existence of the medical 

profession. The legal profession has its law schools or--out~ 

side of the Anglo-Saxon common-law countries--faculties of law. 

In the United States, economists are prepared in de.partments 

of econoMics, modern architects depend on the schools of archi

tecture, chemists on depart~ents of chemistry, and so on ad 

infinitum in our modern, extremely specialized and diversified 

society. The national task of handling the crime problem in

volves personnel nu~erically equal, and in many cases far sur

passing; many other specialized professions and occupational 

groups--all of ~7hich rely on educational facilities specially 

tailored for theM. Em-lever, until just a fe'VI] years ago, no 

similar educational system existed for criminal justice person

nel. And even now, after a decade of effort to create such a 

syste~, there are many in acade~ic and professional circles 

who would deny criminal justice such a specialized educational 

system of its own. 

Prior to 1965, ~\Then the need for doing something major 

about the crime problem surfaced nationally, educational prep

aration for what is now called criminal justice was highly 

fragmented. The three major academic sources for criminal 
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justice personnel were the la~" schools, the departments of so

ciology, and the schools of social work. Each of these has 

deficiencies as educational progra~s for criminal justice. 

La~,., schools teach criminal law and criminal procedure, 

although there is not nuch opportunity for a law stu.dent to 

s,!?ecialize in criminal lavl 't'l7hile in law school or preparing for 

the bar examination. However, the law school does provide the 

legal nrofession with a knowledge of cri~inal law basic to the 

legislative process in that area; the implementation of crimi

nal la't'J by the police, the courts, the prosecution and defense I 

as well as the Management of the convicted offend~r. Judges, 

defense attorneys, and prosecutors have a general education in 

la,,, but are not specificallY educated to handle criminal mat

ters. They function as generalists who from time to time are 

assigned to the handling of criminal cases or who gradually be

come specialists through experience. Although the law school 

teaches criminal la~l ancl procedure, there is no study of crim

inoloqy or of the criminal offender, the reasons for his becom

ing a criminal, or the ~'!ays of prevention or correction. Thus, 

when graduates of la,v schools and members of the bar are called 

upon to serve in positions 'vhich deal vIi th correctional or pre

ventive Matters, as commissioners of correction, directors of 

prison systems, wardens or superintendents of institutions, 

they do not do so on the basis of any real educational qualifi

cations, because, though they have studied la't'! I only rarely 

have they stunied the social or behavioral sciences in any 

nepth. 
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The behavioral and social science studies of criminality 

and the cri!llinal constitute a second educational track in the 

area of the crime problem. This is \'\That is generally referred 

to as criminology. In the United States for the last three~ 

quarters of a century departments of sociology have been the 

major home of criminological studies. One has to stress the 

experience of the United States in this casey because in other 

countries sociology was practically unknown as a separate aca

demic unit until after We-rId WCl.r II. Even now, in 1976, there 

are fe\\1 aepartPlents of sociology outside of the United states. 

Thus criminology abroad is not housed in departments of soci

ology, but studies and research are carried on primarily in 

departments of psychology, in the faculties of medicine as' part 

of psychiatry and forensic medicine, in departments of anthro

poloqy, and perhaps ahove all in the faculties of law, which, 

being of a much more general educational nature than the Ameri

can professional law school, have developed their own insti

tutes of criminology. 

The departments of sociology in the United States have 

been responsible for the development of the study of criminol

ogy to a degree unsurpassed anylt1here in the world. But these 

programs in no ..,\fay con~\'t.i tute a regular educational channel for 

the preparation of workers for the field of criminal justice. 

If a person graduates from a department of sociology with a 

specialization in criminology, there is no direct link for that 

individual to enter an operational agency in the crimi.nal jus

tice field. He is a teacher and researcher--a sociologist who 
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has in that capacity studied the phenomenon of crime. His 

chances of entering the operational field of criminal justice 

are no greater than those of the graduates of many other dis

ciplines, such as public administration, certain types of psy

choloqy, or political science. Thus, while sociology depart

ments have produced an unprecedented amount of new knowledge 

on the suhiect of crine, as ~7ell as some teaching and research 

personnel, by no means can they be considered as programs for 

the education of professionals in criminal justice. 

The schools of social work represent the third type of 

educational programs partially linked to criminal justice. 

These schools produce professional personnel for helping people 

who cannot cope by themselves with the problems of modern so

ciety but who need help through case work, group work, or com

munity organization by specially educated professionals. Crim

inals and iuvenile delinquents are also persons with problems, 

and the profession of social work has laid its claim to serving 

the offenders--especially as probation officers, parol~ offi

cers, counselors in institutional settings, and high delinquen

cy area community organizers. At the same time the schools of 

social work have maintained the general policy of generic edu

cation for social t'l7ork rather than specialized education for 

helping offender populations. With very few exceptions, little 

emphasis on the systematic study of the criminal offender has 

ever been practiced by the schools of social work. 

In addition to the above three major educational programs, 

many other educational programs have occasionally produced 
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personnel for crirn.inal justice. There are many psychologists, 

psychiatrists, aoministrators, management specialists, and ed

ucators who hold positions in cri~inal justice operational 

agencies. But they have received t:heir prepara.tion in educa

tional proqrams especially designed for the particular disci

pline fro!'l vJhich they have come, and not specifically for crim

inal justice. One mi9"ht refer to this development as the "col

onization" of criminal justice by a variety of professions. 

'!'he t€" '!1 'J colonization" is I'1e'ant to indicate that the study of 

criminal justice and the preparation of its personnel are not 

the prirn.ary objectives of sociology, psychology, or social 

work. These disciplines do not address themselves primarily 

to the prohlem of crime and are not basically concerned with 

hO~fl best to neal ~V'i th the criMe problem in its totality. They 

contribute some of the personnel who may handle certain as

pects of the probleM in accordance with the premises of a given 

discipline. Those individuals find employment, income, and 

perhaps some research opportunities in the field of crime con

trol and prevention, but generally remain guided by the inter

ests of their m'ln discipline. Of course, the contributions of 

the representatives of these and other disciplines have bene

fited criminal justice; however, personnel are also needed who 

have a primary interest in and loyalty to criminal justice it

self and not to some other discipline--individuals with specif

ic criminal justicE: knm-lledae ,"ho have a vested interest in 

crime control and prevention and ~7ho feel a direct responsibil

ity for its successes or failures. 
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It should be noted that even before the middle sixties 

there tl(1ere some academic programs in the United states which 

educated i:heir students primarily and directly in what we now 

refer to as criminal justice. The foremost example was the 

School of criminology at the University of California, Berke

ley. This school gradually developed four tracks: etiology 

of criminal behavior, corrections, police science, and crimin-

alistics, thus fairly well covering the entire field of crimi-

nal justice. There were a few police science curricula, and 

some of the programs in criminology in the departments of so-

ciology developed into reasonably independent units that gave 

sufficient e~phasis to criminology and corrections to differ-

entiate them from the general sociological program. However, 

these early beginnings, significant as they were, were so few 

in number that they could hardly be considered as a substantial 

preparatory educational system for the field as a whole. 

It \~7as only at the end of the sixties that the need for 

specialized educational programs preparing criminal justice 

personnel crystallized and was forcefully put forward and pro

vided with initial financial support. The federal government 

was a leader in this movement, specifically, of course, the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Department of 

Justice as established by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 

Streets Act of 1968. 

~hus an entirely new era in criminal justice education be-

gan in the late sixties. Two major factors were the formula-

tion of the ne,., concept of "criminal justice," encompassing all 
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of the activities pertaining to the phenomenon of crime, and 

the availability of federal funding for the development, main

tenance y and strengthening of educational programs in criminal 

justice. The LEEP funding for students in criminal justice, 

reaching a high point in the vicinity of $40,000,000 per year, 

was a major vehicle for implementing new policies. State and 

local funding as well as private funding followed suit after 

the general trend crystallized. In response to this national 

movement, universities and colleges rapidly lost their skepti

CiSM about higher education in criminal justice and followed 

through 1;'Ti th the development of new programs and appropriate 

academic units. The LEEP funding, of course, was not the only 

support provided by LEAA to criminal justice education. There 

were many other sMaller-scale qrants directed to the same end. 

The vast and rapid educational expansion in criminal jus

tice higher education placed a heavy strain on its resources. 

Competent teaching and research personnel were simply not 

available in the nu~bers suddenly required to staff all the 

ne",,, prograMs, and many standards and traditional quality con

trols had to be sacrificed. However, after this expansion was 

accomplished y it became obvious that the time had come to give 

attention to the improvemenot of quality. 

It is at this point in the development of criminal justice 

education that LEAA made grants to seven universities for the 

purpose of developing or strengthening graduate programs in 

criminal justice in order to provide the needed planners, eval

uators, teachers, and researchers. Those seven universities 

formed the National Criminal Justice Educational Consortium. 
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CONSORTIA AND HIGHER EDUCATION 

Although the idea of a consortium was new to criminal jus

tice education, the concept itself is centuries old. Basical

ly, a consortium is a union of two or more parties for the pur

pose of accomplishing in concert what would have been impos

sible or difficult to achieve alone. In the original Latin, 

the referent union was conjugal; however, a broader applica

tion has generally been COMmon in English, and references to 

consortia in IaN and business occur in the language as early 

as the 1880's, according to the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Only in the last 40 years have consortia been employed in 

higher education. The first recorded "college consortium" is 

that of the Claremont Colleges, which was established -il:. 1925 

and continues today • Although this associa-tion has been suc

cessful since its inception, the idea did not immediately take 

hold in the academic community, and during the next 30 years 

only a few scattered associations ,'!ere established. Not until 

the early 1960's did consortia begin to enjoy some degree of 

popularity in academia. Since 1965, they have become increas

ingly prevalent in higher education • 

Although consortia have certainly proliferated in the past 

decade, the extent of that proliferation is somewhat difficult 

to measure, primarily because of the difficulty of establishing 

a precise set of criteria by "rhich to define a consortium. If 

all agreeroents--formal and informal, voluntary and statutory-

were included, the number would nearly equal the total number 

of American colleges and universities. One study conducted 
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several years a~o indicated there were 1,296 consortia involv-

ing more than 1,500 institutions (U. S. Office of Educa'tion 

Report, 1965-1966); and there is no reason to believe that the 

numbers have diminished since that time. 

In 1967, Lewis D. Patterson, then Director of Program De-

velopment for the Kansas City Regional Council for Higher Edu-

cation, established some criteria by which the better estab-

lished and organized consortia could be identified. The cri-

teria adopted ,.qere that each consortium: 

1. Is a voluntary formal organization 

2. Has three or more member institutions 

3. Has multiacademic prograMs 

A. Is administered by at least one full-time professional 

5. Has a required annual contribution or other tangible 
evidence of long-term commitment of member institu
tions. 

According to Patterson's 1973 Consortium Directory, 80 consor-

tia fulfilled these criteria at that time (p. v). 

The reasons for the consorting of educational institutions 

are as varied and multiple as the number of agreements which 

exist. However, certain themes are common to most agreements 

and can be identified as flgeneral purposes" or objectives for 

establishment of a consortium relationship (Patterson, 1971, 

p. 20): 

1. To improve the quality of educational programs and 
institutional operations 

2. To expand educational opportunities 

3. To facilitate change 

~------~-------
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4. To relate the institutions more effectively to their 
communities 

5. To achieve econonies 

6. To raise funds. 

Programs of consortia also fall into several general cat

egories. Depending upon objectives, size, geographic location, 

and financial support, a consortium may be involved in one of 

several different programs. Among the most common types are: 

1. Cross-registration of students 

2. Exchange of faculty 

3. Sharing of facilities (i.e., library, auditoriums, 

• audiovisual materials, laboratories, computers) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I. 
I 

4. Joint purchasing of equipment or acquisition of re-

source materials 

5. Development of field service, overseas programs, and 

urban centers 

6. Joint sponsorship of community programs to help the 

disadvantaged or assist community organizations in 

presenting special events or services 

7. Lobbying for legislation favorable to the educational 

cOIW1nnity 

8. Joint student recruitment 

9. Cooperative degree programs. 

Most common among these programs are the sharing of facilities, 

cross-registration of students, and exchange of faculty. 

It is not difficult to postulate reasons for the increas

ing prevalence of consortia in higher education during recent 
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years, particularly the past decade. Institutions of higher 

education, particularly universities, are supposed to exist on 

the 1:rontiers of knowlec1ge--an area which becomes increasingly 

expensive. Libraries must have sophisticated information re

trieval svstems, the sciences must have laboratories, the busi

ness school must have computers. Hodern technology offers 

breathtaking opportunities and challenges to higher education-

but at equally breathtaking costs. 

The obvious anS'll'ler is cooperation. If several universi

ties can use the same facilities, then costs can be cut drasti

cally vvith no Im'lering of quality--in fact probably with an in

crease of quality. In sometvhat different 't'.Tays, the principle 

applies to exchange of faculty and students and other joint 

activities. 

~1eMbership in a consortium can also facilitate the acquir

ing of funds, as well as providing maximum utilization of ex

isting funds. With its potential for effect upon many institu

tions and the increased resources in faculties and facilities, 

a consortium may develop proposals too formidable for a single 

institution to attempt. Private foundations and government 

agencies are particularly attracted to the idea of affecting 

many campuses through one granting of funds. Being a member of 

a consortium may also make it easier for a university entity-

such as a department, center, or school--to maintain and perhaps 

increase its share of university funds. 

Money, then--the lack of it and the consequent need by an 

institution to acquire more and to use more efficiently what it 
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has--is probably the magnetic factor that draws most consortia 

together. The consortium appears to be the universal panacea 

for the problems of higher education--maximum quality and min

imum cost. 

Nevertheless, although the idea of consortia may be at

tractive and consequently productive of funds from foundations, 

government, and school, the actual achievement of solid results 

may be quite difficult. If money draws a consortium together, 

the preservation of institutional autonomy may well drive it 

apart or slo'\,l1 its progress incredibly. Scholars and insti tu

tions ri0htly insist upon the importance of academic freedom 

and jealously guard their independence. Proposals must wind 

their way through a labyrinth of committees at various levels. 

Sometimes, accomplishment is incredibly consuming of the time 

and energy of the individuals involved. When this process is 

multiplied in several institutions, progress may be almost im

perceptible. In such cases, membership in a consortium may 

actually be more costly in terms of actual results. The money 

may be available; but it may be put to no useful purpose. And 

eventually the people 'I.'I1ho represent the institutions may simply 

cease to care about making efforts to cooperate. The point is 

that consortia are neither automatic successes nor failures. 

An agreement to cooperate is worthless unless the institutions 

in question are capable of f and \rVilling to, cooperate. 

Although in certain respects the National Criminal Justice 

Educational Consortium has been somewhat atypical, its experi

ences seem to be those c' 'mm.on to consortia, or any other 
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cooperative undertaking. The NCJEC has been largely success-

• ful, we feel, but certainly not completely. Its history is 

illustrative of the difficulties and the possibilities inherent 

in institutional-governmental cooperation . 

• LEAA AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NCJEC 

In accordance with the intent of the Omnibus Crime Control 

Ac·t of 1970 and the 1971 amendments to the Act, LEAA was autho-

• rized to enter into contracts with institutions of higher edu-

cation to develop or strengthen criminal justice education. As 

a means of implementing the program, LEAA sent applications for 

concept papers tb approximately 1,000 institutions in 1971. 

The "Participation Criteria for Educational Development Program' 

established by the f1anpower Development Assistance Division 

• specified five areas of interest: 

1. Curriculum development (defined as "development of 

new criminal justice programs and/or expansion or 

• revision of existing programs") 

2. Research 

3. Development of educational materials 

Ie, 4. I Education and improvement of faculty 
, 

5. Development of centers of excellence. 

Later, as it became obvious that there would be 1imita-

• tions in available funds for this program p parts two, three, 

and four ~,]ere dropped in favor of a more concentrated effort on 

part one, I'Curricu1um Development," and part five, "Centers of 

• Excellence." As stated in the "Participation Criteria," the 

• 
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purpose of the Centers of Excellence would be; "To expand ex

isting and well-estruJlished criminal justice programs into 

Centers of Excellence in which new curricula and teaching tech

nologies would be developed for improving criminal justice edu

cation. " 

About 300 institutions responded by sUbmitting concept 

papers, an Educational Review Panel met in November 1971 and 

recommended that 14 of the schools responding should submit 

full proposals for graduate level programs and 9 should submit 

proposals as Centers of Excellence. After reviewing the recom

mendations I LEAA. did not award funds to any institutions but 

directed staff members to develop a ne1r,r approach for utiliza

tion of funds. Requests for Proposal (RFpVs) for a Centers of 

Excellence Program were mailed early in 1972 to 302 institu

tions as a result of this new approach. 

After several phases of the selection process, one of 

which was a site visit to some of the institutions, four insti

tutions were recommended as National Centers of Excellence. 

These institutions were Marquette University, The University 

of Southern California, the State University of New York at 

Albany, and the University of Alabama. In conjunction with 

these national centers, eleven regional centers were also rec

ommended. After considerable debate vvi thin LEAA regarding the 

recommendations, LEAAvs Associate Administrators vetoed imple

mentation of the Centers of Excellence program. Shortly there

after, the Administrator of LEAA, Jerris Leonard, resigned and 

a new selection process was begun. 
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Although numerous changes had been made in the overall 

concept of the Educational Development Program, it was decided 

that ne\v requests for proposal would not be distributed, with 

the understanding that institutions which had submitted propos

als for the Centers of Excellence would become eligible for 

consideration in this new selection process. Early discussion 

of this revised program presented the possibility of funding 

five or six ins,titutions at approximately $600,000 each. It 

was also suggested that at least one institution with a foren-

sic science program be included among the grantees, which shoulC' 

be selected by June 30, 1973. 

As part of the selection process, each LEAA Regional Office 

tvas asked to provide recommendations, and both Norval Jesperson, 

Actinq Assistant Administrator of the Office of Education and 

r.1annower Assistance (OEMA) I and Carl Hamm, OEMA Program Manager, 

conducted pre-site-visit evaluations of the proposals. A final 

list of institutions was submitted to new LEAA Administrator 

Donald Santarelli who F \,li th his Deputy Administrators, made the 

final selection. 

On July lv 1973, grant awards were finalized for the Na

tional Criminal Justice Educational Development Program to 

f1ichigan State University, the University of Nebraska at Omaha, 

Eastern Kentucky University, Arizona State University, and 

Northeastern University. On October 1, 1973, grants were award

ed to Portland State University and the University of Maryland, 

College Park. Why those institutions selected as Centers of 

Excellence were not considered as Consortium institutions is 
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not clearly documented. Hovlever, it appears that there was a 

concern on the part of LEAA to totally remove the "Centers of 

Excellence tl labeling from ,the ne'(,-, program. 

Some of the criteria considered in the selection of the 

Consortium grantees were listed as follows: 

1-

2. 

3 • 

£1 • 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Research capability for projects for future needs 

Geographic distribution throughout the united States 

to meet specific problems in as many areas as possible 

A university ~qith international contacts 

A university 'N'ith forensic science capabilities 

An eroer9ing criminal justice or administration of 

justice program 

A university to meet some of the unresearched Indian 

problems pertaining to criminal justice 

Nillingness to cooperate 't'7i th other grantees and with 

LEAA. 

It t'l7as felt that each of the grantees ~JOuld provide different 

strenrrt~;s and a unique approach to the problem of preparing 

people to be leaders and educators in the field of criminal 

justice • 

Organizationally, res~onsibility for the Consortium grants 

remained \'\7ith OEMA until April 1974, 'VJhen it v-7as transferred to 

the national Institute for La,(:l Enforcemen,t and Criminal Justice 

(NILE/CJ). In October 1975 another organizational change in 

LEAA produced the Task Force on Criminal Justice Education and 

Training, and this group 't'las assigned responsibility for admin

istration of the Consortium grants. In April 1976 the task 
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force \-las disbanded, and the nevI Office of Criminal Justice 

Education and Training assumed responsibility for the grants. 

Dr. IT 0 Price Foster ~vas ap1?ointed Director of this new Office. 

Although these changes ·never altered the terms or conditions 

of the institutional grants, each transfer of responsibility 

was accompanied by a period of some uncertainty and the neces

si ty to adjust to ne'tv personnel, some of whom 'tvere unfamiliar 

with the Consortium and its history and unacquainted with its 

members. 
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CHAPTER 20 ORGANIZATION OF THE CONSORTIur.1 

CONSORTIDr1 BYLNvS/AGREE~1ENT 

The first meeting of the original five grantees was held 

at Hichiqan State University on July 13, 1973, and the primary 

topic for discussion \'!as the organizational structure of the 

proposeo Consortium. It should be noted that the term "con

sortium" t'l7as used by LEAA officials from the onset of the 

grants and was not chosen by the grantees as a title. It was 

agreed that a document should be prepared to outline the ;')b

jectives and purpose of the Consortium and to formalize the 

coa~itment of the individual institutions to the Consortium 

concept. John r·1cNamara, Project Director at: Michigan State 

University, was asked to prepare a set of Consortium Bylaws 

for presentation and discussion at a later meeting. During 

the course of this meeting, Deputy Administrator Richard Velde 

presented LEAAvs views concerning the overall objectives of 

the Consortium . 

At a meeting held the next month at Eastern Kentucky Uni·

versity~ Dr. HcNamara presented' a first draft of the proposed 

19 
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"Consortium Bylaws. I' This document \'las thoroughly studied, 

and it was agreed that a second draft ",ould be prepared after 

a review of suggestions by Project Directors for revisions and 

additions. At this time Norval Jesperson also suggested that 

a formal document, to be called the "Consortium Agreement," 

should be prepared for signature by the President or Chancellor 

of each member institution. This agreement ~~ould serve to 

specify the extent to 'I:Jhich the universities would IIconsort" 

and vJi th '\>vhom 1 'while in no way cont:Ladicting the terms of the 

individual grant conditions. 

On October 3 v 1973, the Board of Directors of the Consor

tium, composed of the Project Directors of each member insti

tution, was formalized and Dr. McNamara was elected Chairman 

of the Board. Also at this meeting a draft of the Consortium 

Agreement \Vas presented for revie"l.v and discussion by the Proj

ect Direc·tors. Each Project Director provided input concerning 

the final draft of this document, which was officially adopted 

by the member institutions at a meeting held in Washington, 

Do C., on November 14, 1973. It was decided that this agree

ment was sufficient for formal organization of the Consortium, 

and further development of additional "bylaT.r7S" ,~as not pursued. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The governing body of the NCJEC was a Board of Directors 

comprised of the Project Directors from the seven institutions. 

A Project Director was identified at the time of application 

for funding as the individual ,,]ho would bear major 
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responsibility for the management of grant activities and ex

penditures and who vlOuld be the principal representative of the 

insti tu,tion to the Consortium and LEAA. Circumstances varied 

at the different institutions, and the Project Director might 

or might not hold an aoninistrative or faculty position in a 

functioning criminal justice program. Procedural regulations 

for operation of the Board of Directors stipulated that each 

Project Director, or his designee, should have one vote in 

matters before the Board and that motions should only be made 

by Board members. 

As has been stated; John l'1cNamara of l'1ichigan state Uni-

versity was elected Chairman of the Board of Directors in Oc-

tober of 1973, he served in that office through reelection un-

til June 1975. Filling an expressed need for someone to assist 

in these duties and preside in the Chairmanvs absence, Peter 

Lejins of the University of Maryland was elected Vice Chairman 

of the Board .in June of 10,74. The following April, Dr. Lejins 

was elected to a one~year term as Chairman, with Norman Rosen

blatt of Northeastern University as Vice Chairman. In Septem-

ber 1976 Don Gibbons of Portland State University was elected 

Chairman after the Board of Directors voted to continue the 

Consortiurnon a voluntary basis for an additional year without 

new LEAA allocations. Duties of the Chairman of the Board in-

cluded preparation of agendas for both regular and special 

meetings of the Consortium y chairing of meetings, reviewing of 

meeting minutes prior to distribution, and representing the 

Board as requested. 
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OFFICE OF THE COORDINATOR 

At the first meeting of the grantees, Mr. Velde had sug-

gested that a Ilcoorc1inaJcing office or secretariat" be estab-

lished to coordinate the activities of the Consortium. The 

idea was again presented at the next meeting. After much dis-

cussion concerning the best location v Arizona State University 

indicated its v'Jillingness to house such an office, and it was 

agreed that a proposal would be prepared for submission to 

LEAA by Arizona State University for funding of an IIOffice of 

the Coordinator.'~ 

Arizona State University sub~itted this proposal to LEAA 

in September 19730 The proposal indicated that Arizona State 

Uni vers i ty '.!Vouln serve only to house the office and, as re-

quired under LEAA guidelines u v'lOuld act as a fiscal monitor fo 

the expencliture of grant funds.. It was distinctly understood 

that the functioning of the CoordinatorVs Office would in no 

vlay come. under the individual direction of the Project Directo 

of the Consortium grant at Arizona State University. In all 

matters of policy and program, the Coordinator would be respon 

sible to the Board of Directors of the Consortium. 

Notice of the grant a"t"lard for the Office of the Cbordina..;, 

tor '-7as receiveCl by }\SU officials on November 16, 1973, at 

which ti~e the Office began to function with a staff of one 

project assistant and one part-time secretary. Shortly there-

after, the LEAA Program r1anager v s Office was moved to Tempe, 

Arizona. The Board of Directors acknowledged that the Progran 
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Manager could continue -to function as Coordinator to assist in 

the establishment of that Office until a Coordinator could be 

hired. 

To facilitate the hiring of a Coordinator, it was agreed 

that notice of the position opening illTould be circulated only 

among the Consortium institutions, with a deadline for appli-

cations set at January 15, 1974. LEPJ\ officials advised the 

Board of Directors that this would be allowable under guide-

lines for fair employment practices. Because of the limited 

number of applications received from Consortium institution 

faculties, it became obvious that a Coordinator would not be 

selected follml7ing the January 15 deadline. The Board of Di-

rectors then decided that notice of the position opening shou16 

be circulated nation~lide and that the deadline for applications 

should be extended to Harch 15, 1974, 'Vlith an expected hiring 

date of June 1, 1974. In the interim, Armand P. Hernandez, a 

faculty member at Arizona State University, was appointed Act-

ing Coordinator. 

Originally the Board of Directors had envisioned that a 

nationally prominent individual in the criminal justice field 

would be selected as Coordinator. All position announcements 

and job descriptions were circulated vlith this image in mind; 

however, later developments in the organizational structure 

and personnel of LEAA led to a reconsideration of this concept. 

Since the Coordinator was to function under the direction of 

the Board, it was decided that national recognition in criminal 

justice should no longer be a primary criterion for the positio 
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The changes resulting from transfer of responsibility for 

the grants to NILE/CJ in April 1974 affected the appointment 

of a Coordinator, as some uncertainty arose concerning the op

eration of the Coordinator' f' Office and its location and rela

tionship to NILE/CJ officials. A move by NILE/CJ to relocate 

the office to Hashingtcn v D. C. v 'li'Jas strongly opposed by the 

Board of Directors r v7ho were concerned that it "muld come un

der the direct supervision of LEAA, thus restricting its use

fulness as a facilitator of Consortium activities. 

As of June 1, 1974, the expected hiring date, no agree

ment had been reached by the Boaro. of Directors and LEAA con

cerning final selection of a Coordinator from among those can

dicl.ates \'7ho had been intervie\ved. On June 20, 1974, the Act

ing Coordinator, Dr. Hernandez, was named permanent Coordinator 

During this period the functioning of the Coordinator's Office 

was hampered by frequent Misunderstandings bet\>Jeen the Board 

of Directors and LEAA officials concernin~ the proper role and 

function of the Coordinator. 

Of primary concern to ·the Board of Directors '!,.vas LEAA' s 

desire that the Coordinator serve as an evaluator of the Con

sortium institutions and that he receive directiQn from LEAA 

officials pertaining to matters such as site visitations, mon

itoring duties, and projected activities for the Office. The 

Boarc1. of Directors ITl.aintained that the Office of the Coordina

tor shouln function at its discretion to facilitate only those 

activities specified in the proposal for the Coordinator's Of

fice grant. In December 1974, presumably as a result of this 
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conflict, Dr. Hernandez resigned as Coordinator to return to 

classroom teaching. 

A new Coordinator, Gilbert H. Bruns, who had previously 

served as Research Director of the Center of Criminal Justice 

at Arizona State Uni versi ty, t,ras appointed by the Board of Di

rectors effective January 1, 1975. Prior to this appointment, 

the Board of Directors had agreed upon the development of the 

multi-volUMe Consortium ReDorts. This project would be a major 

undertaking and N'ould demand much of the time and effort of the 

Coordinator's Office. With LEAA's approval of the project and 

the role '!Jhich the Coordinator v s Office would play in its de

velopment and completion, much of the previous controversy con

cernincr ,that Office's role ann function 'tl]as resolved. 

PESEARCH Cm1MITTEE 

In establishing the basic organizational structure of the 

CCln~sortium, plans "Jere made for a standing Research Committee 

composed of the Research Directors from the member institutions 

Although LE1\A. continually encouraged--and the Consortium Agree

ment required--their employment, it was some time before all 

insti tutions \vere able to locate and contract Research Direc

tors. Because the position vvas for a limited period of time 

and funded through grant Plonies, neither professional rank nor 

t':mure could be offered as an incentive for employment. This 

mane it very difficul,t to recruit criminal justice researchers 

who, because of their limited numbers, were already in great 

nemanc and in most cases heln more stable positions. In 
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addition, by the tiJ.11e recruitment vlas under way, the academic 

year ha0 already begun and most candidates were under contract 

for the remainder of that year. As a result, full membership 

of the Research Cort1l11.i ttee lllTaS not complete for several months, 

as actinq directors or other staff filled in until regular di

rectors could be hired. 

Limi ted in decision-making pm'Jers I the Committee served 

mainly as an advisory group to the Board of Directors and for

mulated recoIl1mendat.ions for their action • With regard to theiJ 

function as a group, it was understood that each Research Di

rector vlould have first responsibility to his Project Director 

rCl.ther than to the Consortium as a v-lhole. 

nurinq its early developmental stages, Gilbert Bruns, thel 

Research Director at Ari?ona State University's Center of Crim

inal Justice, acted as Chairman Pro Tern of the Research Commit

tee. In February 107~, Robert Ullman of Eastern Kentucky Uni

versity was elected Chairman. He resigned that position in 

December 1974 due to an assign~ent to another Consortium proj

ect and was succeeded by Ralph Lewis from Michigan State Uni

versity. 
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CHAPTER 3. JOINT ACTIVITIES 

As planning for research efforts progressed, it became in

creasingly evident that participation in ioint activities would 

not be as easily accomplished as had been anticipated. In ac

cordance with the primary objectives of the grant awards, most 

of the time and energies of the various project Directors and 

their staffs were concentrated on developments within their in

dividual programs. Also, it was not easy to decide upon proj

ects r,07hich 'rJould be beneficial to all Consortium members, as 

they 't-lere each at different stages of program and curriculum 

development. Continued efforts, however, resulted in many ac

tivities \I]'hich have proven rewarding and worthy of the time and 

effort required for ·their completion. It is impossible to pro

vide a detailed account of all these activities; the following 

pages present a brief overvie'li'l \vi th some reference to problems 

which were encountered and solutions which were adopted to 

overcome those difficulties. 

27 
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:RESEARCH 

From the beginning of the grant period it was anticipated 

that all activities related to joint research efforts would be 

the responsibility of the standing Research Committee composed 

of the Research Directors from the member institutions of the 

Consortium. Primarily for this reason, the Research Committee 

~emhers were asked to attend all Consortium meetings and to 

schedule additional meetings as needed. As mentioned earlier, 

the formation of this committee took several months as 1:empo

rary members substituted until permanent Research Directors 

could be recruited and hired. 

The Research COMMittee considered many areas of interest 

lvhich could provide bases for j oint research efforts. r1any of 

the ideas vlere eliminated because of the short life span of thE 

Consortium or limitations of funds available for research. In 

discussions concerning possible research projects, it became 

evident that there 'tV'as some disparl. ty between 'Vlhat LEAA expect

ed of the Consortium in the way of research and what was real

istically -possible \vithin its academic framewor].;:. Perhaps the 

major role of the Research Directors in most institutions was 

that of a facilitator, providing research guidance for graduate 

stucents in their thesis and dissertation preparation and ad

vising them in their academic and professional development, ra

ther than being involved in so-called "Rand-type research or

ganization" acti vi ty on a nationvlic1e level. Under the Consor

tium grants at most member institutions, limited personnel were 

available to do the type of research anticipated by LEAA. Even 
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if there had been sufficient personnel, the lack of adequate 

funds and the restrictions placed upon developmental research 

within each universi ty ~\Tould certainly have curtailed such ac

tivities considerably. Another difficulty in determining areas 

for research was the difference in needs and interests of the 

seven institutions. 'rhe various programs at that time repre

sented a vdde range in degrees of sophistication. Some vJere 

,.,ell established, ld th background and expertise in research ef

forts, 'li'lhile others ~ITere only in the infant stages of develop

ing a research capability. Some did not have the graduate fac

ulty needed for extensive research projects. These contributin( 

factors made it difficult to determine areas of research which 

,vould be beneficial to all those involved and at the same time 

be in accornance \ITi th the primary obi ecti ve of the grants, whid 

,\Tas to develop and strengthen graduate prog-rams in criminal jus

tice. These complications, however, are believed to be common 

to and typical of consortia--perhaps somewhat aggravated by the 

distance among the affiliated universities and the limited time 

span of the grants. 

MANPor'l1E R SURVEY 

One topic ~l\Thich '\Tas of interest to all insti tu·tions was 

the projection of future requirements for graduates of criminal 

iustice master's ann. doctoral programs. Eastern Kentucky Uni

versity was particularly interested in this subject as it had 

been specifically written into their grant award that their in

stitution \-'lOuld conduct a manpower study--at least within the 
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Atlanta Region. Robert Ullman of Eastern Kentucky University 

Vlas asked to direct a Consortium research effort in manpower 

needs proj ections • ,SOrle months later, he reported that EKU was 

in the process of conducting a manpower study of the need for 

graduate degree holders in criminal justice by contacting col

leqes and universities in the Atlanta Region. A copy of EKU's 

survey was disseminated, and it was suggested that the survey 

be expanded to all seven ConsortiQm regions. It was assumed 

that each Project Director would adapt the survey as appropriai 

to his own region. This initial ,",ork in manpower research soor 

became a concentrated effort as the Research Directors assumed 

responsibility for qa"t.hering the data presented in Volume III 

of the Consortium Reports. In December 1974 Dr. Ullman was 

asked to oversee completion of this national survey of the neec 

for criminal justice qraduates holding master's and doctoral 

deGrees. In addition to surveying educational institutions, 

the Volume III study was oesigned to include surveys of the 

follm'ling: research agencies, State Planning Agencies I LEAA 

National and Regional Offices, training agencies, and operation 

al a0encies. Each Research Director ",as responsible for comple 

tion of the survey within his region. The remaining regions 

~'7ere covered by those institutions whose regions ,,,ere sparsely 

populated and thus required less time to survey_ 

An intensive effort vlaS made to achieve as complete a re

sponse to the survey as possible, and in a meeting in June 1975 

a goal of a response rate of 100 percent was agreed upon. In 

addition to the survey prepared by the Research Committee, 
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meetings were held -vrith Harold Hool of the National Planning 

Association (NPA) to discuss the possibility of a cooperative 

effort \<lith that orqanization in the National Manpower Survey 

it was planning to conduct. Agreements \'lere reached in ~Jhich 

several questions pertinent to the needs of the Consortium sur-

vey ~lere added to the quastionnaire developed by NPA. A simi

lar agreement ~las made with the Na-tiona1 Association of La"t\T 

Enforcement Traininq J\qencies as they prepared to survey crimi-

na1 justice training agencies. These arrangements did pose 

some problems, however, especially in the coordination of time 

tables. Each organization was operating under a different 

schedule, and final completion was spread over several months 

as delays in one or another of the organizations affected ac-

cumulation of all necessary data. In the time following com-

p1etion of the regional surveys, several Research Directors de-

cided to use the data they had gathered for an even more ex-

haustiv6 study of the ma~power needs within their states and 

regions. Such studies have been made and are available from 

Arizona State University, Eastern Kentucky University, Port1an6 

State University, and the University of Nebraska at Omaha. 

EVALUATION INSTRU!1ENT 

The other major project of thA Research Committee "t'las the 

development of an instrUMent to be used in self-evaluation of 

the Consortium institutions and perhaps also as a model evalua

tion instrument that might be useful to people outside the Con

sortium as well. This project received first priority because 
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all of the m,amber institutions had self-evaluation as a require 

ment of their grant m'7ards. Design of an appropriate common 

instrument proved to be a difficult task, however, as the in

stitutions were at different stages of development and would bf 

progressing;n quite different phases. After several meetings 

resulting in various draft models, a final model was presented 

to members of the Board of Directors in April 1974 for their 

revie~ll. The follm'>1ing June, the Board expressed its approval 

of the instrument and suggested that it be implemented at the 

individual institutions as soon as possible. It should be 

noted that this instrument was designed for use by the members 

of the Consortium on an individual basis and at :'.10 time ~oJ'as in' 

tended to be utilized for evaluation of the Consortium as a 

'I.'Thole. Realization of the additional need for a comprehensive 

evaluation of the effort, effect, and process of the Consortilli 

itself later gave rise to the idea of producing these Consor

tium Reports. 

MEETINGS AS SEMINARS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

LEA~ had specifically directed that Consortium members 

should hold meetings on a regular basis. The purpose of these 

meetings ~',as to :?rovide opportunity for sharing of information 

and for giving advice and counsel to one another and LEAA. 

The' meetings also would be a time for planning activities and 

engaging in discussions concerning specific problems relating 

to the criminal justice system in general and criminal justic( 

graduate education in particular. During the first year of thf 
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grants, ltlhich ltJas also the time of most planning and develop

ment at the individual institutions, meetings were held on a 

monthly basis. Location of the meetings alternctted among the 

meI"lber institutions, except on one occasion '''hen arrangements 

'tvere made to meet along with the annual gathering of the Aca

demy of Criminal Justice Sciences. 

After the first formative year, it was agreed that genera] 

ConsortiuI"l meetings should be held on a bimonthly basis, with 

special meetings of the Board of Directors and other subcommit

tees called as needed. Locations for these meetings were ar

ranged for easy accessibility by and economy for those attendir 

As the third and final year of the grants approached, mos i -

phases of planning and development had been completed by the 

individual institutions, and activity was directed more toward 

implementation and operation of programs. Consortium projects 

ltlere already outlined, and work ~laS ~,.,ell under way on their 

completion. For these reasons it was agreed that meetings wou] 

be scheduled less frequently and special meetings 't-.r.ould be 

called as the need arose. 

Travel to meetings '1laS originally limited to three repre

sentatives from each institution, including the Project Direc

tors and Research Directors. In the latter months of the 

grants, this was further restricted and only two representative 

from each institution ''I7ere allm'led to attend meetings unless 

special permission was granted by LEAA officials. Special 

guests 't'l7ere frequently asked to speak or make presentations at 

Consorti~ meetings, and representatives of State Justice 
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Planning Agencies and LEAA Washington and Regional Offices werE .. 

regularly invited to attend. The relationship established be

tween these offices and their corresponding Consortium institu

tions often proved very important to the efforts of the indivi

dual universities T as 'tvell as to the Consortium as a whole. 

vJhen meetings vlere held on a campus, the host institution. ofter 

used this opportunity to introduce new faculty members and gra( 

uate students to Consortium activities. As many as 40.individ

uals 'Vlere sometimes present; however, the number ~17as generally 

between 25 and 30. 

These regular meetings of representatives of the Consor

tium schools had a function quite apart from the obvious one of 

dealing \;"i th managerial and procedural issues. One of the sig

nificant by-products of these meetings was the opportunity for 

these criminal justice educators to COMe together seminar

fashion to discuss the problems encountered at each institutior. 

as they worked toward the grant goals and objectives. 

As described elsewhere in this Report, the first regular 

meeting of the Board of Directors of the National Criminal Jus

tice Educational Consortium took place on July 18-19, 1973. 

This meeting, and the two that followed shortly thereafter, car 

perhaps best be termed organizational in character and were he] 

prior to the nomination of two of the participating universitie 

Beginning with the meeting of October 3-4, 1973, at Northeaster 

University, representatives of all seven Consortium institution 

have consistently taken part. These Consortium meetings could 

be described as a series of seminars devoted, for the most part 
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to the consideration of issues in criminal justice graduate ed-

ucation by a group of faculty from seven universities vitally 

involved in the subiect Matter. Along with the expected ex

change of ideas, opportunity was provided for the presentation 

of proposed p existing, or revised master's and doctoral program 

plans for review and discussion. This proved to be very help-

ful, since ideas ~'lere presented for possible changes and/or im-

provements as the Project Directors offered new perspectives on 

each program. An added benefit accrued when one institution ex 

periencing a problem described specific remedies being employed 

to other Consortium members having similar difficulties. Ex am-

pIes were Northeastern University's use of programmed instruc-

tion for disadvantaged students struggling to master statistics 

and r1ichigan State University's system of teaching students on 

the undergraduate level hmv to be consumers of research, while 

on the graduate level concentrating on hOv7 to be producers of 

research. 

In a0dition to the regular participants, at many meetings 

experts t'lere invited to present papers or express their views 

on topics of concern to the Consortium. In December 1973 

Charles Smith spoke on Project STAR, providing a detailed and 

authori tati ve revievl of key occupational and professional roles 

in the field of criminal justice, 'l>li th a Vie\'l to gaining a per-

spective on the educational needs of such personnel. At the 

same meeting Gary Copus of the Job Information Center at Sam 

Houston State University informed Consortium representatives 

about the vlOrk being· done in student placement and presented a 
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proposal for development of a national placement center. At 

the June 1974 :rn.eeting I Pete'r Haynes r then of the Judicial Ad

ministration Program at the University of Southern California 

at Los Angeles, discussed the need for development of curriculc 

in court administration and offered to assist individual insti

tutions interested in implementing a program. Saleem A. Shah 

of the National Institute of Mental Health addressed the meet

ing of September 1974 on the subject of the Center for Studies 

of Cri~e and Delinquency and the research and training projectE 

being undertaken there. The December 1974 meeting was attendee 

by Harold Wool of the National Planning Association. The na

tional manpower survey being planned by that organization was 

described in detail, ana arrangements were made for cooperatior 

",vi th a related survey to be undertaken by thE~ Consortium. 

Representatives of Howard Uni vE;~rsi ty were encouraged to a': 

tend Consortium meetings and participate in discussions held il 

the hope that the experiences shared would be useful to them a~ 

they planned for their new programs. In December 1974 Lee Brov 

and Laurence Gary of Hmvard Uni versi ty told the group about 

their institution's grant to develop the first major criminal 

justice program at a Black university. Ray H. Williams and 

Clinton Jones attended the meeting and conference on doctoral 

education in Omaha in October 19?5. In these get-togethers, 

the problem of minority involvement in the criminal justice 

system received considerable attention. 

Various LEAA representatives attended Consortium meetings 

during the three-year grant period. The project Program ManagE 
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attended the meetings on a regular basis, but other LEAA person 

nel from the regional offices as \'1ell as from Washington partic

ipated in Consortiu:m discussions. The discussions provided a 

unique opportunity for the academic cOIDn",uni ty and LEAA to eng-ag( 

in meaningful dialogue pertaining to manpower and criminal jus

tice curriculum development over an extended period of time. 

In the past meetings had been generally with ad hoc committees 

for short periods of time; due to the nature of the committee 

structure, these provided opportunities for discussion of spe-

cific manpower issues only -v.7ith limited advisory input. Perhap~ 

for the first time, the Consortium forum enabled criminal jus-

tice educators and LEAA personnel, over an extended period of 

time, to become acquainted vJi th the intricacies of their respec 

tive organizations so that maximum joint efforts could be ex-

erted to provide solutions to the complex problems of criminal 

justice J'1.am:>o\V'er development. 

Perhaps the most extensive inquiry and discussion by the 

Board of Directors was that of the content, structure, and aca-

demic setting of doctoral programs in criminal justice. After 

a number of preliminary Board discussions, this topic was made 

the subject of a special three-day conference convened by the 

University of Nebraska at Omaha in October of 1975 (see Volume 

IV of these Reports). At this conference directors and repre-

sentatives of most of the non-Consortium doctoral programs in 

criminal justice in this country discussed and analyzed the key 

issues in criminal justice graduate education. Thus a forum wa~ 

provided for interchange of information, experiences, and views 
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bet'vJeen the representatives of Consortium uni versi ties and suc~ 

schools as the State University of Ne~l York at Albany, John Ja' 

College of Criminal Justice, Florida State University, and SaP'l. 

Houston State University, to mention only the major programs. 

Such leaders in the field of graduate criminal justice educatil 

as Richard A. Myren, Donald M. Riddle, George G. Killinger, an 

Eugene M. Czajkoski took part in the meeting and conference. 

At this conference members of Consortium and non-Consorti 

universities met and discussed the possibility of forming an 

organization composed of schools offering doctoral programs in 

criminal justice. A decision was made to establish such an 

association, a steering committee selected, and affiliation wi 

the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences agreed upon. At the 

ACJS meeting in April 1976, the American Association of Doctor 

Programs in Criminal Justice and Criminology was formed, and 

Peter Lejins, Chairman of the Board of the NCJEC, elected Pres 

dent. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

Every Consortium meeting can be said -to have been an exer 

cise in technology transfer, which was one of the primary 

charges from LEAA to its grantees. Minutes of all meetings we 

sent to the State Planning Agencies of those states in which 

Consortium schools were located, as well as to the correspondi 

LEAA Reqional Offices. However, the opportunity to share info 

mation and knowledge about criminal justice higher education VI 

also enhanced by attendance of Consortium personnel at meeting 
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of other criminal justice professional associations. In some 

cases, such as the National Association of Administrators of 

Criminal Justice state Planning Associations, the Coordinator 

and/or the Chairman of the Board attended as representatives 01 

the entire Consortium. In others, such as the Academy of Crim

inal Justice Sciences and the International Association of 

Chiefs of Police, all those who held membership were encouragec 

to attend. Those of the Consortium who "I;'1ere members of addi

tional associations were asked to share information gained frO!

those meetings "'hich might be pertinent to Consortium efforts. 

In turn, members of the Consortium were able to exchange ideas 

concerning Consortium acti vi ties \',rhile in attendance at these 

outside meetings. 

Ni th his many international contacts 1 Peter Lej ins ",as of

ten a voice of the Consortium beyond the boundaries of the Unii 

ed States, at the same time relaying to the Project Directors 

news of what was taking place abroad in the field of criminal 

justice. ~![eetinqs on ~Thich he reported includeCl: the Interna

tional Penal and Penitentiary Foundation Study Conference in 

Helsinki 1 the 11th International Congress on Penal Law in Buda

pest, Hungary; the First and Second International Symposium of 

the International Center of Biological and H.edico-Legal Crimin

ology in Sao Paulo, Brazil; the First Social Defense Symposium 

in Latin America, in Caracas, Venezuela; the International So

ciety for Crininology in Paris; the Brazilian Congress on Crim-

inal Law in Sao Paulpr the Scientific Commission of the Interne' 

tional Society for Criminology in Paris; the International 
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ColloquiuITl on Incarceration and Its Ne\lT Forms in Bellagio, Ital~ 

the Symposium on the Diagnosis of Dangerous Offenders in Genoa r 

Italy i and the Fifth United Nations Cong'ress on the Prevention 

of Crime and Treatment of Offenders in Geneva. For the latter~ 

Project Directors assisted Dr. Lejins in the preparation of tho 

National Report for the United States, distributed in five lan-' 

guages and later published as a monograph. 

As progress was made in program development at the variou~ 

institutions, activities increased which involved dissemination 

of inforT'l.ation to educational institutions and criminal justice 

agencies outside of the Consortium. This was also the result or. 

increased attention to, and awareness of, the Consortium and it< 

activities on the part of others involved in criminal justice 

higher education. 

Several publications \\Tere produced in response to inquiries 

received concerning the Consortium, its activities, criminal 

justice education in general, and criminal justice graduate edu

cation in particular. Most of these publications were produced 

by the Office of the Coordinator; how'ever, some were products of 

single or joint efforts of Consortium members. One such work 

was a biblioqraphy of criminal justice library materials produce 

jointly by Arizona State University and Portland State Universi

ty. Entitled Criminal Justice: A Multi-Disciplinary Bibliog

raphy, this is a comprehensive listing indexed according to sub

ject ann including over 5000 entries. Response from educators 

and students ~like has shown that this bibliography is particu

larly valuable in curriculum development and as an aid in 
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Portland State University has produced 

additional annotated biblioqr.aphies that have been well receive 

Two editions of a National Criminal Justice Educational 

Consortium brochure were developed for distribution on a nation 

al level. The first edition, 'lrJhich 't<las produced in the early 

stages of the ConsortiQm , presented an oVA~view of the general 

purpose of the organization, with its goals and objectives. Th 

second was produced at approximately the midpoint of the grant 

period and focused more upon the individual institutions and th 

status of their programs. Both editions were distributed to aJ 

educational institutions with criminal justice or closely relat 

ed programs and to appropriate criminal justice agencies. The 

second edition also proveCl helpful in answering the many inqui

ries from educators and students concerning the programs of the 

seven institutions. 

In December 1974 the quarterly NCJEC Newsletter ",as first 

produced and nationally distributed. Designed as a vehicle for 

dissemination of information about work being done by the Con

sortium members and pertinent developments in the field of crim 

inal justice higher education, the Newsletter included articles 

addressed to such topics as program evaluation, LEEP funds, job 

placement, and seminars and symposia being held. As a regular 

feature, each edition contained a biography of a Project Direc

tor at one of the Consortium universities, as well as a descrip' 

tive article on the criminal justice program at a Consortium 

school. Distribution of the Net'lsletter was the same as that of 

the NCJEC brochure. In response to requests, copies '(.,ere also 
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sent to many individuals, including educators, students, and 

criminal justice operational personnel, resulting in a total 

distribution of almost 1200 copies per issue. 

Soon after the Office of the Coordinator was established, 

requests began to arrive for information about programs in crin 

ina1 justice graduate education (i. e., what insti tutions offer~ 

programs '; ~"hat types of programs \o'lere offered; how many progran 

existedi who could offer assistance in developing certain types 

of programs). In order to answer these inquiries and because 

such exist.ing compendiums as the Directory of the International 

Association of Chiefs of Police proved to be overly oriented 

tov]ard the area of 1a~v enforcement, rather than education for 

and about the system of criminal justice, the Coordinator's Of~ 

fice began to accumulate information about institutions througJ 

out the nation offering criminal justice graduate education. 

This gave rise in June 1974 to a project approved by the Board 

of Directors in vlhich a COl1centra-t.ed effort was made to identif 

all institutions in the United States administering criminal 

justice master's or doctoral programs. The net result of this 

project was the publication of a Criminal Justice Graduate Pro

qrams Catalog in which 78 institutions are listed, with 91 mas

ter~s and 10 existing as well as 7 proposed doctoral programs 

identified. Included in the catalog is a brief description of 

each program along 't'l7ith requirements for admission and gradua

tion and, where possible, course offerings. Since its publica

tion in January 1975, a Supplement has been produced which iden 

tifies 31 additional institutions offering 35 master's and 3 
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doctoral programs; this Supplement was mailed in July 1975 to 

all recipients of the original catalog. An additional 8 univer 

sities having graduate programs have since been identified and 

have provided the Coordinator's Office with program information 

~'tore than 250 of these catalo9s have been distributed to uni ver 

sities and libraries natiom\Tide, and general response has indi

cated that it is the most accurate and complete study of its 

kind available at this time . 

The success of the Criminal Justice Graduate Programs cata

,!.Oq led to asecond'publication in which undergraduate criminal 

jl1"1Hf"A pru<']J:nm!';' "11.0 jdelltified. Due to the large number of 

such programs, the catalog includes only those offered by four

year institutions and resulting in a bachelor's degree. Also, 

because of the flexibility of such proqrams, more general infor

mation is presented, with a concentration upon an overall de

scrint;ion of the type of program that is offered. Some 282 in

stitutions aQministering 305 bachelor's programs are identified 

in the catalog, which was completed and distributed in February 

1976. 

These catalogs have prOMpted very favorable comment from 

criminal justice educators. The undergraduate catalog provides 

an opportunity for taking a look at the state of the art at pres 

ent and shows the 'tvide variation that exists between subsystem

type programs and those that present an overview of the entix;'f= 

system of criminal justice, bet~'J'een programs offering course,s of 

a near-training nature and those requiring thorough grounding in 

i:11e social sciences. There is evidence of a proliferation of 

-----,--,--------
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programs that developed 't.>Jithout regard for what else existed, 

and the time may be ripe for the building of some conceptual 

models by graduate s·tudents and researchers in an effort to set 

some standards. Both catalogs, of course, have merit from the 

standpoint of advisement of students. 

One of the most successful publications of the Coordinatol 

Office has been the brochure entitled "Careers in Criminal Jus

tice." Designed primarily to acquaint potential criminal jus

tice students with career opportunities within the system, more 

than 8800 copies of this brochure are in circulation. Includec 

in the 16-page pamphlet is a brief overview of the types of ca

reers ",hich can be anticipated for the individual at all levele

of education, as well as general information concerning volun

teer organizations, equal opportunities, and the need for those 

with professional degrees such as computer sciences, chemistry! 

research, and planning. In accordance "\.ITi th the objectives of 

the Consortium, specific attention is given to the need for 

higher education within the criminal justice system. 

Although not published, copies of the proposals for gradu

ate programs developed at the Consortium universities w'ere ofte 

requested by other institutions which were in the early stages 

of developing similar proqrams. These proved to be of great 

assistance to many, both for program development and curriculur.. 

revision. 

The Coordinator's Office "\'Tas able to be of similar assis

tance early in 1975 to a consortium of ten traditionally Black 

colleges and universities knm..rn as Positive Futures, Inc., (PFj 
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and funded by LEAA to develop and test a model criminal justice 

program of research, training, and education for minorities. A 

copy of the evaluation model developed by the Consortium Resear' 

Directors was sent to Roosevelt Johnson of PFi, who was invite~ 

to contact the Project Directors for information and assistance 

at any time. 

FACULTY AND STUDENT EXCHANGE 

FACULTY EXCHANGE 

The subject of faculty exchange '\V'as approached from severe 

angles. An early recoI'UUendation ,,,as that the Office of the Co

ordinator should serve as a clearinghouse for exchange, and re

sumes of all Consortium faculty and staff members ~qere to be 

collected there. In December 1974 a questionnaire was prepared 

and distributed to each Project Director for responses concern

ing points which would have to be considered prior to any ex

change activities. The questions dealt with such matters as 

salary differentials, payment of travel expenses, and fringe 

benefits. A tabulation of respcmses to these questionnaires wa' 

compiled by the Coordinator's Office, and a summary \17aS present' 

at the next Consortium meeting in December; at that time it was 

agreed that problems such as those presented by the questionnai 

would have to be solved on an individual basis according to the 

specific institutions and individuals involved. The Project Di 

rectors agreed to communicate with one another concerning facul' 

melY\bers interested in participating in the exchange program, af 

tar vJ'hich negotiations would commence • 
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During the next year, very little progJC'ess was made in thE: 

way of actual exchange activities. In most instances the facul 

ties of the several institutions had been hired only with the 

beginning of the grant period, and they did not find it advis

able to take a quarter or semester ar.'lay from a new position • 

Project Directors \<lere eager to accept exchanges from other un;; 

versities but were reluctant to agree to the departure, howeveJ 

temporary, of their own faculty members. Many expressed the 

view that a quarter or semester would be an awkward length of 

time for exchange from the standpoint of both funding and satis 

factory living arrangements. The distance to be traveled pose( 

problems for those with families and other university and com

munity responsibilities. In June 1975, in an effort to provide 

an alternative which might solve some of these problems, the Cc 

ordinator's Office introduced a new approach to the subject of 

faculty exchange. An intensive effort v.ras made to contact eacJ: 

faculty'meMber of each Consortium school regarding his or her 

interest in participating in a short-term faculty exchange pro

gram. Attention Has focused on the use of exchange faculty for 

special courses such as seminars, colloquia, intensive semester 

courses, and modular courses. Utilization of exchange faculty 

in this manner ,.,ould eliminate many of the problems associated 

with long-term exchange but would still allow for sharing of 

expertise to be found among the various faculties. Response tc 

this concept was very encouraging. 

During the fall semester of 1975, several Consortium repre 

sentati ves ~"ere on the program of the Conference on Key Issues 
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in Criminal Justice Doctoral Education sponsored by the Depart

ment of Criminal Justice at the University of Nebraska at Oma

ha. Papers were presented by Don Gibbons and Gerald Blake of 

Portland State University, John Hudzik of Michigan State Univer

sity, and James Parker of Northeastern University. Commentaries 

were delivered by Ralph Turner and John McNamara of Michigan 

State University, Peter Lejins of the University of Maryland, 

James Fox of Eastern Kentucky University, Gayle Shuman of Ari

zona State University, and Norman Rosenblatt of Northeastern 

University. Some of the topics discussed in the Conference and 

some of the papers presented were made use of in the prepara

timl of Volume IV of the Consortium Reports. 

The University of Maryland convened two meetings in the 

same semester in l';hich Consortium faculty took part. An Inter

national Seminar on Socio-cultural Factors in Nonmedical Drug 

Use was held in November, and the First National Conference on 

Private Security took place in December, both on the College 

Park campus. James Fox of Eastern Kentucky University and 

Peter Lejins of Maryland participated in the drug seminar; 

Leon \'7eaver of ~1ichigan State University, Robert Croatti of 

Northeastern University, and Peter Lejins of Maryland took part 

in the private security conference. Also in December of that 

year Arizona State University presented a colloquium prior to 

the regular Consortium meeting in Tempe. Speakers were James 

Fox of Eastern Kentucky University, Don Gibbons of Portland 

State University, Peter Lejins of the University of Maryland, 

and Norman Rosenblatt of Northeastern University. 
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In the spring of 1976 the Project Director of Portland 

State University, Don Gibbons, taught an intensive semester 

course entitled Trends and Issues in Criminal Justice at Ari

zona State University. The course was presented in two three

day t/leekends. 

There was also a type of faculty interaction, if not ex

change, connected with the joint doctoral programs of Eastern 

Kentucky UniversitYr as explained in their report in Volume I, 

in that Eastern Kentucky University faculty members sat on doc

toral committees of students enrolled at one of the universi

ties cooperating in the administration of the .joint doctorate. 

STUDENT EXCHANGE 

Student exchange--the concept of students from one Consor

tium institution taking a portion of their coursework at anoth

er ConsortiuM school and then returning to their home universi

ty to finish their programs--\'Jas implemented to some extent but 

did not re:alize the full potential desired. Preliminary inves

tiqation indicated that such factors as cost of travel, trans

ferability of LEEP funds, and differences in academic calendarc 

led to lack of desire on the part of students to in.'tiate ex

change action. However, there was considerable activity in 

such areas as counseling students pertaining to programs avail

able at other institutions, providing Consortium brochures and· 

other items of information, and, in the latter stages, develop

ing colloquia involving the interaction of students and faculty 

from different Consortium institutions. After three years of 
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Consortium activity, there have been a number of students ~lho 

have completed a program at one Consortium univ8rsity and then 

enrolled at anothe.:c Consortium institution to do graduate work. 

}.\l though in the strictest sense difficult to classify as 

student exchange, the joint doctoral program developed by East-

ern Kentucky University with the University of ?-1aryland and 

Michigan State University enables students to begin their pro-

grams at one institution and complete them at another. In 

June 1974 the joint program between Eastern Ken.tucky University 

and the University of Maryland was formally approved, and in 

December of that year similar programs were formulated with the 

University of Kentucky, the University of Louisville, and Mich-

iqan State University. Several students are already partici-

patinq in these prograMs; and several more are anticipating 

entrance upon completion of the necessary requirementb ~r ap-

proval. A detailed description of these programs can be found 

in the Eastern Kentucky University chapter of Volume I of these 

Reports. 

PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES 

Reference was made earlier to the December 1973 visit to 

a Consortium meeting of Gary Copus, who explained the operation 

of the Job Information Center at Sam Houston State University 

and offered a proposal for development of a national placement 

center. Consideration was given to making this a Consortium 

project by the Project Directors, and a task force was assigned 

to investiqate the feasibility of setting up centers additional 
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to the one serving the State of Texas. It 'toJ'as ultimately de

cided that such an undertaking would be beyond the scope of the 

Consortium as a whole, but an alternate proposal for a network 

of. local and regional placement centers was formulated. North

eastern University was nominated to conduct a pilot placement 

nroqram. In addition, Michigan state University made a study, 

funded by LEAA and shareq with the other Consortium schools, of 

its graduates and their placement and utilization. 

In this connection, the Office of the Coordinator attempt

ed to assist graduates of Consortium universities through cir

cUlation of announcements for position openings. By means of 

direct correspondence with each graduate and prospective gradu

ate of the criminal justice programs at the Consortium institu

tions, a file of re~,umes was established. Each individual was 

asked to indica-t:e in v,1hich particular job areas he or she had 

an interest, and as position announcements were received by the 

Coorainator's Office, copies were sent to those graduates or 

prospective graduates who might qualify. The NCJEC Newsletter 

proved useful in both advertising the service and soliciting 

announcements for position openings. No attempt was made to 

act as an employment agency; the service v-las merely information

al. 

ADVISORY COUNCIL TO LEAA 

The interaction between LEAA and the NCJEC proved to be an 

area of mutual benefit. Consortium representatives served as a 

sounding board and advisory council for some of LEAA's 
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regulations. Guidelines for such manpovJer-related programs as 

LEEP, graduate research fello~lships, and internships \V'ere form

ulated and revised with the assistance of Consortium personnel 

for the benefit of all institutions of higher education with 

criminal justice-related programs. This was a rare opportunity 

for,universities to act in an aovisory capacity to an agency of 

government over an extended period of time, rather than for the 

usually limited duration of a committee serving as consultant 

on a specific issue. 

Special consideration ",as often given to students at Con

sortium universities. In fiscal year 1974 authorization 'w'as 

granted for LEEP funding of eligible new graduate and under

graduate pre-service students at the Consortium schools, a 

privilege which ~I]as not accorded to non-Consortium institutions. 

Later, ll7hen proposals 'I.'Jere made for extensive cuts in the bud

get for LBEP, the Consortium joined with other institutions in 

a concerted effort to block such cutbacks. Letters were sent 

to Conqressmen and budget committee members to express the edu

cators I concern, and eventually the funds vTere restored. 

Formulation of the Graduate Research Fellowship Program 

Guidelines was accomplished in consultation with the Consortium 

Research Directors in the fall of 1973. Special funds were 

made available to Consortium universities for such fellowships, 

which provided support for graduate students while doing their 

research and/or dissertation writing. Although the dollar 

amounts appropriated have decreased each fiscal year, this 
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assistance benefited a substantial number of students during 

the life of the grants. 

Although some of the Consortium schools had been conduct

inC? internship programs in the past, the availability of spe

cial funds authorized for internships by LEAA fo~ support of 

students participating in such programs for a summer, quarter, 

or semester permitted the develoPMent of internships with agen

cies and offices that had heretofore been unable to finance 

such efforts. There is almost unanimous agreement among crim

inal justice educators that this sort of first-hand experience 

~lhile studying is of great importance I and students have been 

enthusiastic in their praise of the opportun.ities provided~ 
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS OF PROGRAM HISTORIES 

The follmdng analysis is based upon the program histories 

of the seven Consortium institutions contained in Volume I of 

these Reports. For several reasons, those histories vary 

greatly. First, there was considerable difference in the 

stages of program development at the seven institutions at the 

time of their receipt of the 406(e) grants. Two institutions--

Michigan State university and the University of Maryland--had 

established doctoral programs in operation. One, Arizona State 

University, had neither an undergraduate nor a graduate program. 

Another, Eastern Kentucky University, had both an undergraduate 

and a master's progre~. Three--Northeastern University, Port-

land State University, and the University of Nebraska at Omaha 

--had undergraduate, but no graduate, programs in operation. 

SecOI;dly, the individual grants specified different objec

tives and/or different ways of meeting those objectives. For 

example, the Objective of both Michigan state and Maryland was 

the strengthening of doctoral programs; however, Michigan State 

proposed to do so by the establishment of a research center, 

53 
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\-J'hile Maryland chose to meet the same goal through strengthen

ing of faculty and enrichment of curricula. As a result of 

this variety of objectives and methods, the nature of the ob

stacles encountered by the seven universities differed consid

erably. So did their accomplishments. 

Finally, the seven program histories, written by the seven 

Project Directors, vary according to the individual perspec

tives of those Project Directors. Each dealt with the matters 

that seemed to him to be most significant. Consequently the 

absence of discussion of a subject in the program history of a 

particular institution--or in this analysis--does not mean that 

the subject is not relevant to that institution--only that, for 

various reasons, the Project Director chose not to write of it, 

preferring instead to discuss other matters which, according to 

his perspec·ti ve, seemed more iP1portant. 

For the purpose of this analysis, the authors chose to 

stress what seemed to them to be the most significant points-

in some cases significant because recurring, in others because 

unique, in still others because particularly illustrative of 

something that seemed of considerable relevance. The analysis 

first deals with the administrative structure of the seven uni

versities, then their various objectiv·~s and the obstacles met ' 

in reaching those objectives, and finally their accomplishments. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES 

Michigan State University was one of the pioneers in crim

inal justice education. In 1935, in cooperation with the Na

tional Crime Commission, Michigan State College (its title at 

that time) offered a "police administration coursell under the 

administration of the Division of Applied Sciences. In 1945, 

the program was shifted from the Division of Applied Sciences 

to the Division of Business and Public Service. In the middle 

fifties the program became known as the School of Police Admin

istration and Public Safety; a master's program in criminal 

justice was begun in 1955. In 1963 the School was moved to the 

College of Social Science and ~n 1969 began its first Ph.D. 

prograJ11. The doctoral program was )cnown as the Social Science 

Ph.D. Nith the option in Criminal Justice and Criminology and 

~qas jointly administered by the College administration and the 

School. In 1971 the name of the School vlas again modified-

this time to its present form, the School of Criminal Justice. 

The name change was considered to reflect the rich diversity of 

the program available w'ithin the School. Over an approximately 

40-yea~ span of time the program has progressed from a specific 

curriculum in police administration to a broad criminal justice 

system-oriented curriculum. The program has not only received 

national attention but has become international in scope, with 

more than 500 students and police officers from every part of 

the world enrolled. 

The University of Maryland had the beginnings of a formal

ized criminology program in the 1930's, when basic courses in 
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criminology were offered in the Department of Sociology. The 

curriculum remained in the Department of Sociology, becoming a 

division of that department in 1964 under the name of the Crim-

inology Program. The division was given a certain amount of 

autonomy in rnanaqing the area of criminology, and a number of 

instructors taught courses in that area exclusively. The Uni-

versity did not combine its various criminal justice programs 

under one administration until many years after various subsys-

tern programs had been in operation. The Institute of Criminal 

Justice and Criminology t'las established in 1969. At the time 

of establishment, it contained only the law enforcement curric

ulum, the Criminology Program remained in the Department of So-

ciology I 't:lith the understanding that it would be transferred to 

the Institute in the near future. At that time the Institute 

was located in the College of Arts and Sciences as an indepen~ 

dent academic unit reporting directly to the Dean of the Col

lege. t1ith the introduction of a divisional structure at the 

University, the Institute became a part of the Division of Be-

havioral and Social Sciences, reporting directly to the Provost 

of that Division. In the spring of 1973, the master's program 

was transferred from the Department of Sociology to the Insti-

tute. Thus at the time of the receip'c of the Consortium grant, 

the Institute was operating, in addition to its original law 

enforcement curricultun, the criminology program leading to the 

B.A. and M.A. degreesi the Ph.D. program was officially trans

ferred to the Institute at the beginning of the spring semester 

of 1974. 
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Although Arizona state University is the oldest education

al insti'l:ution in the Southwest, as a university it is one of 

the younger Consortium institutions. Founded in 1885 as the 

Te:t'ritorial Normal School of the Territory of Arizona, the 

school underwent several name changes throughout its history, 

becoming Arizona State University in 1958. Its criminal jus

tice program is the youngest of the Consortium universities. 

The Center of Criminal Justice was originally established on 

December 1, 1972, and designated as the University research 

and service unit in the field of criminal justice. In February 

of 1973 the Center received a grant from the Arizona State Jus

tice Planning Agency for the purpose of developing an under

graduate curriculum in criminal justice, and in December 1973 

the Board of Regents authorized Arizona State University, 

t,hrough the Center of Criminal Justice, to a\'Tard a bachelor of 

science deqree in criMinal justice. In August of 1974, a pro

posal tV'as submitted to the Graduate Council for a master's de

gree in criminal justice, and in December of 1974 a master's 

program was approved. Early in 1975 work began on the process 

of developing and approving a doctoral proposal. 

Eastern Kentucky University is also a relatively young 

university. The school dates back to 1907~ it has been a four

year institution since 1922, was authorized to grant its first 

graduate degrees in 1948, and in 1966 was approved for univer

sity status. In 1974 its School of Law Enforcement, which had 

b~en under the College of Applied Arts and Technology, was up

graded to the status of a college, with its Dean reporting 
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directly to thf'~ Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Col

lege was organized into three academic departments--Police Ad

ministration, Correct.ional Services, and the Traffic Safety 

Institute. EKU's program is one of the largest law enforce

ment undergraduate education programs in the country_ Since 

the state governing board has not authorized the institution 

to award a doctoral degree in any of its programs of study, 

EKU has directed itself toward the development of joint doc

tore.!.l programs 'l.vi i:h other institutions q 

Northeastern University, the only private institution 

amon0 the seven Consortium schools, decided to emphasize the 

field of forensic science in its development of a doctoral pro

gram. ~~is decision was based on the perceived needs of the 

criminal justice system and the basic strengths of the Univer

sity. The administration of the College of Criminal Justice 

felt that these needs could best be served by bringing togeth

er members from the various science departments of the Univer

si ty to 'Nork in concert \ld th the College of Criminal Justice 

to nevelop forensic science programs. On July 1, 1973, the 

Institute of Chemical Analysis, Applications and Forensic Sci

ence was established, its basic purposes being the development 

of graduate level research programs in forensic science and the 

development of curricula for master of science and Ph.D. pro

grams in this field. T'iITO principal divisions 't\1ere established: 

the Organic/Biochemical Analysis Division supported by staff 

from the Departments of Chemistry, ~1edicinal Chemistry and 

Pharmacy! and the College of Criminal Justice; and the :Materiale 
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Science/Inorganic Analysis Division supported by faculty and 

staff from the Departments of Chemistry, r.1echanical Engineer

ing, and Electrical Engineering. At the time of the grant, the 

College of Criminal Justice was just introducing a graduate 

program on the master's level with two concentrations of study: 

administration, policy development, and planning; behavioral 

science theory and research. The Ph.D. program in forensic 

chemistry admitted its first students in December of 1975. 

Portland State University is the youngest of the Consor

tium institutions. In 1947 the Oregon State System of Higher 

Education created an extension unit in Portland known as the 

Vanport Extension Center. Vanport Center evolved into Portland 

State College, and eventually t in 1969, into Portland State Uni·, 

versity. Located in the only metropolitan community of any sig

nificance in the state, Portland State University is a truly 

urban institution. During its 25-year history, the University 

has grown from a handful of students to a current full-·,time 

equivalent student population of 9,500, offering bachelor's and 

master's degrees in nearly all of the established fields and 

areas of specialization. 

The University entered into police science and correction

al educational programs some years ago with a certificate pro

gram in la'tv enforcement and corrections, whereby students who 

majored in sociology, psychology, or political science were 

able to take additional courses in law enforcement or correc

tions in order to earn a certificate, additional to the bache'

lor's degree. The growth of the student population has 
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paralleled trends nationwide; in 1971 there were 75 students 

in the program; by 1974-75 the number of majors had grown to 

410. At the present time the undergraduate Administration of 

Justice program is one of the largest in the entire College of 

Social Science. The graduate program is administered separate

ly from the undergraduate program. Because the State Board of 

Higher Education has authorized Portland State University to 

offer Ph.D. programs in only three multidisciplinary fields-

urban studies, environmental science r and systems science--it 

was necessary that the doctoral program be located in one of 

these three fields. A doctoral program with an emphasis in 

criminal justice has been developed in urban studies. 

The University of Nebraska at Omaha took the first steps 

toward a criminal-justice-related program in 1962 when the So

ciology Department inaugurated a law enforcement program of 

three courses. At that time the school, known as Omaha Univer

si ty, was a t'7holly municipally supported institution, not merg

ing into the University of Nebraska system until 1968. In 1965 

the program moved out of the Sociology Department and was 

placed under the College of Continuing Studies, achieving full 

denartmental status a:; the Department of Law Enforcement and 

Corrections in 1969. In 1972 a new college--the College of 

Public Affairs and Community Services--was established on the 

Omaha campus, and criminal justice and other nondepartmental 

programs were assigned to this division. It is interesting to 

note that this series of changes occurred over a relatively 

short 10-year period of time~ 
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OBJECTIVES AND OBSTACLES 

Since both Michigan State University and the University 

of Maryland had established doctoral programs prior to the re

ceipt of the 406(e) grants, those monies were allocated to 

strengthening existing programs. However, the two universities 

expended their funds in some';-rhat different fashion due to spe

cific objectives 8.eveloped. Michigan State University devoted 

the majority of its funds to the establishment of a Criminal 

Justice Systems center to strengthen the school's research ac

tivities. The focus of these research activities was the in

volvement of graduate students in applied or problem-solving 

research in criminal justice agencies. The University of Mary

land, on the other hand, used considerable funding to enlarge 

their faculty and thus the curriculum offerings in the Insti

tute. Funds were p~ovided for five visiting professorships to 

expand the curriculum. in terrrts of more inclusive coverage of 

criminal justice subject matter~ funds were also provided for 

three faculty members to be released one-third of their time 

for research projects. In addition, the University of Maryland 

grant provided $50,000 for an "international component." No 

other Consortium institution received funds for developing in

ternational activity. 

Since the approaches of the two universities were dissimi

lar, the obstacles they encountered were also quite different. 

At the inception of the Michigan State University grant, there 

had been placed a limitation of ten admissions per year into 

the doctoral program. The University immediately set out to 
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expand the option in criminal justice and criminology and to 

set an upper limit of 25 admissions. However, considerable 

controversy arose b;~tween the College administration and the 

School as to the amount of costs that should be allocated to 

the School, since the students were involved in a broad, inter

disciplinary program. The School eventually began a national 

advertising campaign to recruit the most qualified students. 

It was not until the fall of 1975 that the maximum allowable 

enrollment in the Ph.D. program was achieved. This would sug

gest that students in the master's program were the major 

source of student research involvement through a large part of 

the grant program. 

The organization and physical locus of the Criminal Jus

tice Systems Center also created obstacles for program success. 

The Center vlas created as a subunit of the School of Criminal 

Justice and had no formal identity apart from that of the 

School. Office space was provided in another building than 

that housing the office of the School, thus creating a problem 

with regard to informal communication with both faculty and 

students. Due to this physical separation, a number of gradu

ate students had only a dim realization of the existence of 

the Center, and a number of faculty and students perceived the 

center as conducting its O't'in business independent of the re-· 

mainder of the School. The organizational separation between 

School and Center also created problems in the relationships 

between Center staff and the regular MSU faculty. Since most 

of the Center projects were of a short-range nature and were 

.-~- ---~-~------.---
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aimed at heavy student involvement, there was not an extensive 

involvement of the remainder of the faculty. Due to this lack 

of communication, the Center was not completely successful in 

projecting its activities to all the faculty, and its relative 

lack of visibility resulted in a judgment on the part of some 

of the faculty that the Center was accomplishing less than it 

should. This also led to several awkward situations, as in the 

case where a member of the instructional faculty of the School 

had prepared a grant application in response to an RFP at the 

same time that the Center was also preparing a grant response. 

Even though the faculty was generally informed of the Center's 

activity via monthly reports at faculty meetings, these reports 

did not serve sufficiently to inform those faculty not involved 

vTi th the Center of its acti vi ty • 

The LEAA fellowships also, in a few instances, created 

problems for the instructional program. A number of fellow

ships 'ItJere atvarded to outstanding students at the Ph.D. level 

~~ho han been serving well as graduate assistants in the instruc

tional program. While the recipients of the fellowships per

sonally benefited greatly from the fellovlships, this created 

the problem of replacing them as graduate assistants. 

~he University of Maryland had decided to use much of their 

grant funds for strengthening faculty. Unfortunately, Maryland 

did not receive approval as a Consortium member until November 

1973, placing them four or five months behind the other Consor

tium institutions in securing personnel and causing them to lose 

time in planning and developing their activities. 
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The recruitment of faculty was a difficult obstacle to be 

overcome at the University of Maryland. Often the assumption 

is made that, once the money is there, the faculty can be ob

tained. Hm~ever, there 't'lere certain specific conditions about 

the Consortium grant \'J'hich made recruitment especially diffi

cult. The grant, formalized as a three-year grant, provided 

only for visiting positions, a tremendous handicap in the re

crui tment of quali,ty academic personnel. Since the grant had 

not been received until November, it ''las too late to recruit 

anybody on a permanent basis beginning with the spring semes

ter. Rarely is a qualified person without a job at that time 

of the academic year. Thus, most of the recruiting for facul

ty couln not be completed until the second year of the Consor

tium, which meant recruiting qualified personnel for only two 

years. Upon hiring, intentions Nere expressed by ,the Uni ver

sity administration to make every effort to continue at least 

some of the faculty positions developed under Consortium fund

ing. HO\'lever, the uncertainty for this final funding still 

made it extremely difficult to hire high-quality faculty per

sonnelG Because of the general instability in academia and 

decreases in university budgets, quality faculty are very hesi

tant to leave tenured positions or positions which promise ten

ure for temporary positions \ld th some vague hope-lof becoming 

permanent, even if these positions offer a higher rank and a 

higher salary. Recruitment for the third year of the Consor

tium was especially difficult, since it would be for only a 

one-year period of time • 
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There was also a najor delay in the securing of secretar

ial personnel for the program on the basis of funding provided 

by the Consortium grant. The Personnel Office of the Univer

sity felt that the salaries provided by the grant were too 

high in comparison to the functions and qualifications re

quired by the ~1aryland state Classified Employee System. Thus, 

considerable delay ensued, and it \.,ras not until the middle of 

the spring semester that the positions were properly identi

fied, authorizations were received, and the search for candi

dates could be seriously started. . It '\tJaS not really until the 

beginning of the fall semester of 1974 that the clerical situ

ation of the program Nas reasonably stabilized. 

Delays also occurred in the implementation of the inter

national component for which $50,000 had been allocated the 

University of Maryland grant. However, no further elaboration 

appeared in the budget. The program narrative stated that the 

money was earmarked for the development of an international 

component of the program consisting of comparative criminol

ogy in general criminal justice studies in cooperation with 

appropriate organizations and agencies abroad. It was not un

til Ju.ly 1976, near the final completion of Consortium activi

ties, that scheduling of an international conference at the 

University of Maryland was possible. 

The five institutions--Arizona state University, Eastern 

Kentucky University, Northeastern University, Portland State 

University, and the University of Nebraska a't Omaha--who did 

not have established doctoral programs at the time of their 
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receipt of the 406 (e) grants ~'Tere in widely varying stages of 

program development. One university had both undergradua't_ 

and master's programs, three had only undergraduate programs, 

and one had neither a graduate nor an undergraduate program 

in operation. Although, in a sense, all had the same long

range goal--a doctoral program of SOllle nature--the wide vari

ety of their academic bases at the time of the grant meant 

that their irnrn.ediate objectives, and the obstacles met in at

tempting to reach those objectives, often differed consider

ably. 

Arizona State University was the only Consortium member 

issueD. a grant vlithout any previous criminal justice program-

graduate or undergraduate. Since the early sixties, sporadic 

attempts had been made by local criminal justice agencies to 

have the University establish a specialized curriculum and an 

identifiable degree in the area of criminal justice. The ma

jor impetus came from law enforcement agencies '\r1110 desired 

especially a curriculun in police administration; this did not 

meet with the approval of the academicians at the University, 

tvho w'ere very opposed to what they c0nsidered such vocational

type programs. 

Since the grant "'las received without any faculty or per

sonnel except the Director, considerable input had to be re

ceived from various advisory committees, both on and off the 

campus. As was typical of some of the other universities, the 

large grant tended to attract faculty members from other dis

ciplines t'J'ho served in an advisory capacity but 'lilho had little 
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prolonged or intense interest in becoming totally involved in 

a criminal justice degree program. After a criminal justice 

faculty \1aS hired, problems arose as to governance policy 0 

Some members of the faculty advisory committee felt that, 

since the faculty of the center lacked "experience" in admin

istering an academic unit, the faculty advisory committee 

should assume the role of the "facultyll and determine academic 

poli<.:'!y until the new faculty gained sufficient e}cperience to 

govern themselves 0 Hot-lever , it t'T:~~ the unanimous opinion of 

the faculty that academic tradition dictated that they assume 

all rights and responsibilities of a faculty and that they 

must serve as their own governing body. 

Another obstacle that developed at Arizona State Univer

si ty pertained to the location of the Center \"i thin the aca

demic administrative structure of the University. At the Uni

versH:y 1 all Centers v7ere attached to an academic department 

wi thin an existing college; hOvlever 1 the Center of Criminal 

,Tustice ",as not attached to any academic unit. This appeared 

to be of great concern to some members of the academic commun

ity. Adaitional concern was expressed that the Center did not 

have sufficier,c experience in operating a baccalaureate pro

gram to launch a graduate program. These matters led to prob

lems in getting the master's program approved. Some members 

of the Graduate Council were concerned as to the Center's ad

ministrative location and to the apparent lack of overall ad

ministrative and academic experience. Also, the undergraduate 

program, vJhich had been in operation for only one year, had 
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Departments that had diminishing 

numbers of students in their programs 1,1ere concerned that the 

development of a master's progr~ in criminal justice would 

further erode their graduate student enrollment. Thus, numer

ous obstacles developed from within the Graduate Council. On

ly after a delay of six months and great expenditure of re

sources and energy was the program approved. Recruitment of 

faculty also was further complicated at an institution with a 

ne", proqram having no hard lines and with no history of aca

demic success in the criminal justice field of study. 

The contract agreerrrent between Eastern Kentucky Universi

ty and LEAA ",as some\;'iThat differE:l1t from that of the other Con

sortium institutions. Since Eastern Kentucky University did 

not have authorization to av-lard doctoral degrees, the agree

men·t pertained only to the development of a joint doctorate 

with other institutions. Obstacles arose in the effort to de

velop joint doctorates vli th the Uni versi ty of Kentucky and the 

University of Louisville. Various conflicts could not be over

come, and the' j oint doctorate proposals 'liTi th the institutions 

in the State of Kentucky i'Jere dropped. Joint doctoral pro

grams ~'.lere developed v-Jith nichigan state University and the 

Unive.rsity of Haryland, but there tV'as still some initial ap

prehension on the pa~t of candidates to apply for these joint 

doctoral programs. 

, Eastern Kentucky University had the same problems as the 

other schools relative to recruiting personnel on a short-time 

basis. In the strengthening of the master's program and the 
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development of a joint doctoral progr~ dxtensive academic 

experience vTaS essential, but ini ti8.lly no academic rank was 

offered. This made positions difficult to fill, and finding 

appropriate personnel required a great deal of time and effort 

on the part of the aa~inistration. 

At Portland state University, a state of considerable un

certainty existed during the first year of the grant. As in 

most universities, the Portland State University faculty'\.\Tere 

generally unconcerned 'ioJhen the announcement appeared pertain-

ing to the a"ftlarding of LEAA funding. Hot'lever, a small group 

of relatively vociferous critics did surface, offering up var-

ious allegations that LEAA tvas an agency involved in Iloppres-

sion," flrepression,tI and kindred crimes. These objections and 

claims were even voiced at a Faculty Senate meeti.ng concerned 

with the criminal justice grant. 

Since enrollment had dropped at the University, a number 

of deans and other officials coveted the ~06(e) funds, seeing 

them as a possibility by means of which some faculty member 

might be saved from the financial ax. This mad it difficult 

for the proaram to employ ne'itJ personnel ~ In addition, the 

lack of involvement of the LEAA Regional Offices in the grant 

process provided a great deal of concern on the part of both 

the Regional Office and various local lavl enforcement agen-

cies. The local lat.y enforcement agencies had anticipated a 

more narroTtlly focused program of training in police adminis-

tration \.7i th a much greater applied thrust than what actually 

evolved . 
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The second year of the program began with the resigna

tion of the original Project Director. His resignation was 

due largely to the pressing demands of the undergraduate pro

gram over which he had administrative control. A discussion 

with LE~. provided encouragement for the establishment of the 

criminal justice program as an area of specialization in the 

Urban Studies Ph.D. program. The relocation of the project 

from the undergraduate criminal justice program to the urban 

studies program created the usual problems that result from a 

program being transferred at a university. This uncertainty 

about ,,·,here the program was to be located, its links, if any, 

to existing doctoral programs, etc., generated considerable 

unease until the matter was resolved. 

The 406(e) educational develonment grant at the Universi

ty of Nebraska at Omaha appeared at a time when there was con

siderable administrative reorganization throughout the Univer

sity of Nebraska system. The merger of the old Omaha Univer

sity 'i'lith the existing state universities led to the creation 

of a "systems..:.·level" administration. lis a consequence, the 

related questions of faculty recruitment and retention poli

cies fell under the scrutiny of the Lincoln-based system, 

leading to a raising of academic criteria on the Omaha campus, 

vJhich did not--and still does not ..... -have a doctoral level pro

qram in operation. In addition, a reorganization within the 

University brought about the development of a new college, 

Hith the criminal justice prograltl being transferred from the 

College of Continuing Education to the College of Public 
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Affairs and Community Services. A certain amount of friction 

accompanied this de,elopment, along with the surfacing of dif

fering philosophies between the Chairman of the Criminal Jus-

tice Department and the Dean of the College as to the nature 

of criminal justice education. This eventually led to the re

placement of the Chairman, who was also Project Director, in 

the SUrnrrler of 1974. 

~iany complications arose from this conflict between the 

Department Chairman and the College Dean, resulti:ng in consi

derable iMpa.ct on the development of the program. As an ex-

aMple, during the period fron ~1arch through June of 1974, 

uhich 'tl/'ould have been the normal time for securing a full 

graduate level faculty, the University of Nebraska at Omaha 

Provost instituted a freeze on hiring. The lack of a perman-

ent department chairman during the 1974-75 year also resulted 

in feelings of uncertainty on the part of the faculty about 

the future of the department. It was not clear where areas 

of decision making iflere located. 

Differences also surfaced betvTeen the University person-

nel and LEAA pertaining to the actual development of a doctor-

al pro0ram vis-a-vis the exploration of the possibility of a 

doctoral proqram, since the University had no doctoral pro-

0rRffis operating on the campus at that time. Because there 

W0TC no other doctoral programs in operation, there was great 

concern as 1:0 the resources 't'1hich could be made available for 

such program development, especially in terms of library fa-

cilities anu 0raduate level faculty. At the time of the grant, 
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the undergraduate program at the University of Nebraska at 

Omaha was basically a vocationally oriented program designed 

to prepare personnel to enter agency employment. As of mid

July 1974, only one faculty person held a Ph.D. degree and 

was able to meet the requirements of the graduate program. It 

't'las evident that a ne,,, emphasis had to be placed on the devel

opment of substantl.ve research projects, which would indicate 

the strong need for the recruitment and selection of new fac

ulty with terminal degrees. 

In summary, the objectives of the seven Consortium uni

versities varied considerably and so did the obstacles encoun

tered in Meeting those objectives. As one might expect, the 

obstacles encountered by those institutions developing gradu

ate programs '\\7ere far greater than those of the two insti tu

tions with established doctoral programs whose efforts were 

devoted to strengthening those programs. Ne';",er institutions 

may be more receptive to a nev1 bachelor's program, but they 

are still conservative about graduate programs. The issue of 

a new doctoral program is a good place for academic purists 

and conservatives to make their stand. They can argue most 

co~ently that the institution of the university and the devel

opment of doctoral studies have taken many centuries and that. 

proposed nm'1 doctoral programs need to be thought out over a 

long period of time. If the major impetus of a ne,,' program 

has been the receipt of a limited-time grant, its opponents 

within the univ'ersity may \I]ell be encouraged to increase their 
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delaying tactics, assuming that once the grant is ended, the 

dri ve for the nevi program will also end. 

The fact that the grants 'tV'ere issued and became operation

al immediately, leaving very little time for pre-planning, was 

a common problem for: all seven insti'tutions. The offer of 

grant support 't'las extremely appealing ,to the universities, 

many of whom were in a period of severe budgetary crunch due 

to lovler-than-predicted student enrollments. Hmol]ever, uni ver

sities represent exceedingly complex social organizations, and 

the introduction of ne't'l programs into these systems is not 

easily achieved unless the changes they represent are based on 

careful planning. Since no pre-planning period was available, 

a lag of approximately six mon'ths occurred in most institutions 

before they were staffed with both clerical and professional 

personnel and were able to proceed with program development. 

The determination by LEAA that each Consortium institution 

should develop a PERT Chart structure and project activities 

over the three-year span of time of the grants presented anoth

er difficulty. As the complications inherent in monitoring the 

grants by this method becart'\e apparent. the demand for following 

such rigid schedules vlaS quietly dropped by 'the funding agency. 

Nevertheless, attempts to comply with t:his request pointed up 

some of the complexities of the university and some of the bu

reaucratic mazes that must be negotiated in developing new pro

grams. University decision making just does not lend itself to 

rigid timetables and the bureaucratic orderliness anticipated 

by the federal government. 
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The recruitment, and retention of personnel was a problem 

for all seven inst1tutions. Even Michigan State University 

and the Uni versi ty of Naryland, with their established criminal 

justice programs, experienced problems in obtaining high qual

ity faculty, particularly graduate faculty, for a short 0eriod 

of time. As one might expect, these problems '(>Jere even more 

severe for the other five institutions. The lack of assurance 

that a doctoral program would finally materialize complicated 

this already difficult situation in faculty recruitment. In 

addition, it was necessary for the institutions to recruit new 

doctoral faculty personnel, since most of their undergraduate 

faculties were staffed 't-Ji th personnel without terminal degrees. 

In fact; bTO of the institutions receiving grants had personnel 

vii thout terminal degrees as directors of their respective 

406(e) projects. 

Another obstacle to the development of doctoral programs 

at the five institutions appeared to result from the turnover 

of personnel who were given authority to direct the 406(e) 

grants, as '1.'>1ell as administrative chang'es at the top level of 

the universities during the time that the grants were in opera

tion. Of the five institutions, there were three changes in 

Project Director during the grant period, in addition to numer

ous changes of Research Directors. 

In short, the major obstacles at all seven universities 

would appear to be typical problems that evolve between univer

si ties and gran'ting agencies when goals and objectives must be 

met 'i'Jithin a limited time span. Recruitment of quality 
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personnel for a short period of time and the integration of 

personnel into existing projects and programs often create 

friction and barriers in institutions that are noted for being 

slov7-moving due to the many committees and advisory groups 

that are involved in the decision-making process. The avail

ability of adequate physical space to house such programs with

out sufficient time for planning also adds to the difficulty. 

It appears, too, that the larger the university, the more es

sentiaJ it is to receive input net only from major elements 

within the university but also from governing boards, other 

higher education institut:ions \V'ithin the state or area, and 

state and regional LEAA planning agencies, all of whom could 

be affected by major program changes. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

As the objectives and obstacles oj: the seven Consortium 

universities varied widely, so do the accomplishments. The 

two universit::1r:~s with established doctoral programs--Nichigan 

state University and the University of Maryland--not only 

strengthened their doctoral programs but also made extensive 

changes in their master's programs w'hich provided great:er scope, 

richness, and depth to curricular offerings. Michigan State 

University ~xtensively revised its Master of Science degree 

program and provided for changes in the undergraduate program 

which expos~d students to a broad view of the total criminal 

justice system. The University of Maryland increased the num

ber of course offerings from 15 in 1973 to 24 in 1976 1 and 

_____ ....... ma--------w -------
w
------------------------------
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their proposal included a professional position for the re

cruitment of graduate minority students. 

There was also considerable progress in developing the re

search cOP"tponents of the programs, with both institutions re

ceiving additional research grants. Additional opportunities 

developed for students in applied research areas, with 

strengthened supervision from faculty and staff. The grants 

also provided for increases in graduate research assistants 

and fellowship positions. 

Finally, the Consortium grants allowed for the expansion 

in the number of students enrolled in the various programs, as 

well as the development of additional hard-line positions at 

the universities. Michigan state University increased the 

number of students enrolled in their doctoral program from 10 

to 25, while masteris level enrollment increased from 89 in 

1973 to 125 in 1975. Two ne\..., hard-line positions were given 

to the School. At the University of Maryland, the number of 

Ph.D. students grew fro~ 0 in 1973 to 24 in the fall of 1976, 

and the number of master's degree students reached a total of 

53 in 1976, compared to 38 in the fall of 1973. Additionally, 

the University of Maryland received five net'1 s"t.ate-funded fac

ulty budget lines. The increase in positions indicates appro-

val of the strengthened curriculum and a continuous resource 

co:mmitment by tile universities for the future. 

Largely because there ~'Vas such a 'IIdde range in the strengtt 

of the academic bases of the five Consortium universities who 

did not have established doctoral programs at the time of the 
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grants, there is also great variety in their present status. 

Arizona State University had neither a graduate nor an under

graduate program; it now has both. Eastern Kentucky University 

had a master's program in operation; it now also has joint doc

toral programs with other universities. Northeastern Universi

ty, Portland State University, and the Univers~ty of Nebraska 

at Omaha had undergraduate, but no graduate, programs. All 

three now have master's programs; Northeastern has a Ph.D. in 

Forensic Chemistry, and Portland state has a Ph.D. in Urban 

Studies with specialization in criminal justice. Although only 

-two doctoral programs plus a joint doctorate emerged from the 

five institutions, there remain strong possibilities for doc

toral progra~s to be developed at the other two universities 

wi thin the next fe""" years 0 Since, at the time of grant origin, 

there \'J"aS only one r::taster' s prograL"""'1 in criminal justice among 

the five universities, considerable time and effort were expend

ed in the development of master's programs, which in most uni

versities serve as the basic foundation for doctoral program 

development. 

Perhaps the greatest achievement of the five universities 

was the development of research potential for graduate students 

and faculty as well as the development of numerous programs and 

activities pertaining to technology transfer. Since most of 

the colleges or departrnents had not previously been involved in 

a large amount of research activity or the transfer of informa

tion with local r state, and regional criminal justice agencies, 

there developed a fertile atmosphere for such activities. Many 
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of these criminal justice agencies were located in geographi

cal areas that in the past had had limited opportunities to 

develop applied research orojects in cooperation with criminal 

justice faculties and graduate st.udents. They now indicated 

to the universities their needs pertaining to the. transfer of 

ne\iJ research, ideas, and activities related to the improvement 

of the criminal justice system. Numerous workshops, advisory 

groups, public service projects, symposia v consultive assis

tance r and pUblications vJere deve].oped as a means of facili ta

tin) this technology transfer. 

The grants provided for program expansion not only in 

quali ty but quantity as '117ell. For example, by the fall of 

1975 Portland state University had five candidates admitted to 

its c3.octoral program, Northeastern University l....tS already 

awarded !1ast8r of Science degrees in Criminal Justice to 39 

students p Arizona State University has admitted 227 students 

to the r~a.ster of Science program and has had 21 students gradu

ate in the master's program. 

The addition of faculty hard lines at the various institu

tions has also increased to a considerable extent. Arizona 

State University has had an increase from 0 funds allocated to 

the Center in 1973 to a present state budget of $216,000. 

This bu6get has funded eight hard lines. Portland State Uni

versity has approximately $57,000 added for their new doctoral 

program. Several of the othe"" institutions have indicated that 

they will be receiving additional hard lines but that they had 

not been finalized as of this ~l"ri ting. 
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CHAPTER 5 a EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL PROGRM1S 

The grants to the individual institutions specified evalu

ation as one of the requirements to be met. Consequently, from 

the earliest beginnings of the grant period, evaluation was a 

Matter of great interest to all members of the Consortium and 

was frequently a subject of discussion at Consortium meetings. 

Early in the development of the Consortium, thinking persisted 

that the use of PERT (Progra~ Evaluation and Review Technique) 

Charts might facilitate any evaluation activity, be it internal 

or external. PERT was designed to function as "a managerO s 

tool for defining and coordinating what must be done to success

fully accoMPlish the obiectives of a project on time" (Federal 

Electric Corporation, po 1). However, at a later date the 

uti Ii ty of the PERT Chart concept 'vas questione d as it became 

apparent that this was not an adequate tool for evaluating pro

gram succeSS4 A decision to abandon PERT was based on recogni

tion of the complexity of universities and their difficulty in 

meeting deadlines due to involvement of faculty members, admin

istrative personnel, advisory groups, and others. 

79 
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Soon after the formation of the Office of the Coordinator, 

it was also suggested that the Coordinator, along with the LEAA 

Program Manager, might provide a monitoring service to the 

Chairman and members of the Consortium Board. Upon considera

tion, however, the general opinion was exnressed that the Coor

dinator should not be a "watchdog" for evaluation of the Con

sortium institutions but lnstead should serve as a facilitator 

of their various activities. 

Ano"ther suhject of much discussion was evaluation by a 

third party--\"]hether this \'7as necessary and p if so v who the 

third party should be and the extent or breadth of the evalua

tion. It Has sug-g-ested that an evaluation might appropriately 

be made by a reputable academic accrediting association. This 

idea was discarded ~'1hen it vlas pointed out that, because crimi

nal iustice is such a nevI area of study in higher education, 

most such orqanizations \-.j"ould lack the expertise to be able to 

evaluate graduate criminal justice programs. At that time, 

LEM officials indicated that there definitely tvould be a third

party evaluation and that a request for proposals was being dis

tributed for a grant to be awarded for this particular purpose. 

This did not Materialize, hm"ever, and it was pointed out that 

evaluation by a third party was not a requirement of LEAA. It 

was decided, therefore, that no further action regarding an 

outside evaluation would be taken by the Board of Directors, 

al though it \1]as encouraged for the individual institutions. 

In December 1974 the issue of outside evaluation was again 

raised. Word was received by the Board of Directors that LEAA 
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planned an outsifle evaluation at approxhlately the midp'oLlt of 

the 0rant pericd. The purpose of this evaluation was to deter

mine if progress was being made toward achievement of the goals 

of the r:!onsortiuJ:l1 errants and if those qoals "t'll'ould be met by the 

termination date. To help prepare the institutions, a prelimi

nary I'1oci~l for evaluation vias adapted by 'the Coordinator and 

Rohert Ullman of Bastern Kentucky University and distributed to 

each Proiect Director for use in gathering pertinent data to be 

made available to the evaluator. In April 1975 these midpoint 

evaluations 'vvere conducted by PRe/public Management Services, 

Inc. r ~.rhich served as a consul tin0 and inforMation firm for 

LEAA~ Seven criminal justice educators or administrators were 

selected, each of ~1hoI'1 visi teo. one Consortium uni versi ty and 

suhMitted an individual report to LDAA. An eighth evaluator 

prepared a su~mary report relating to the individual schools 

and the Consortiun as a whole. For many of the institutions, 

these reDorts not only provided for an evaluation of past ac

tivities but also served to give direction and pinpoint activi-

ties to be continued for the remainder of the grant period. A 

similar evaluation was conducted in August 1976 prior to the 

termination of the grants. 

Tn retrospect, it becomes evident that the Consortium was 

concerned vJi th three phases of evaluatiGn: individual self-

evaluation, evaluation of the Consortium as a whole, and a 

third-party evaluation. Each of these phases posed different 

probleMs and requireo. special attention. Many neetings were 

held and discussions devoted to the concern for adequate and 

L ___ ._-._-_ .. 
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meaningful evaluation. The reluctance to agree upon an appro

priate method certainly indicates the extreme difficTIlty in

volved in an attempt to evaluate the products of sOl1ething as 

cOI"\plex as a large university. The many forces acting and the 

I"\any products resultinq froI"\ a university defy being measured, 

especially in a period of tine as limited as the Consortium 

grants. The important products of the Consortium·--its students 

and their effect upon the criminal justice system-~·cannot pos

s ibly be rn.easured for :many years to come. For this reason, the 

concept of this multi-volume final re?ort of the activities of 

the seven universities and of the Consortium as a whole was de

veloped and imple~ented. Self-evaluations of the individual 

proarans p \",ritten by the Project Directors, are reproduced be-

10v1 • A SU"ffiI':).ary Evaluation follm:ls in Chal?ter 6. 
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SELF-EVALUATIONS OF THE CONSORTIUH UNlVERSITIES* 

1\JUZQI'1A STATE UNIVRRSITY SELF-EVALUATION 

DEVBLOPt,mNT OF GRADUATE CURRICULUM IN CRnlINAL JUSTICE 

The development of the r1aster of Science in Criminal Jus-

tice curriculum started immediately after the award of the 

grant on July 1, 1973. A proposal was submitted to the Gradu

ate Council in March 1974, returned to the Center by the Grad-

uate Council in Hay 1974, and rew'ritten during the summer of 

1974. The proposal 'liJaS resubmitted to the Graduate Council in 

Auqust 197 4 , passed by the Graduate Council in September, and 

approved by the F.'aculty Senate in November 1974. The proposal 

was transmitted to the Board of Regents in November and ap-

proved by the Board on DeceMber 21, 1974. Classes were initi-

ated the follc,'7ing January. It is anticipated that a doctoral 

proposal ,Ilill be submitted to the Graduate Council in the fall 

of 1976 or the spring of 1977. 

ACADEPlIC PRODUCTION 

l\ total of 227 students "'1ere admitted to the Master of 

Science program bet'vleen January 1974 and June 1976; as of Hay 

1976, 21 students had graduated with a Haster of Science in 

*These self-evaluations were provided by the Project Directors 
of the seven Consortium schools: 

Arizona State University, I. Gayle Shuman 
Eastern Kentucky University f James V'l1. Fox 
Jlhchiqan Sta·te University, John II. McNamara 
Northeastern University, Norman Rosenblatt 
Portland State University, Don Co Gibbons 
University of Maryland, Peter P. Lejins 
Uni versi ty of Nehraska at Omaha, Vincent J. irJebb 
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Criminal Justice. Although no students have been admitted to 

the doctoral program, there are currently several students with 

Juris Doctorates and m.aster's degrees admitted to and taking 

classes in the nasteris prograM, awaiting approval of the doc

toral procrram. These students are considered to be in a "hold

ing" pattern for the doctoral program and will serve as a !Jool 

of prospective applicants. 

'!'~cmTOLOGY TRANRF:r:!R 

During the three years of this project, the Center dis

seminated 32 separate documents to 19 other institutions of 

higher education in Arizona (2 state universities, 16 community 

colleqes, and 1 private college) and the governing boards of 

the universities and cOmMunity colleges. The documents includ

ed copies of major research papers prepared by the Center and 

other Consortium schools,-plus other documents not readily 

available to the institutions ~.nvolved. Selected research doc

t~ents were also disseminated to functional criminal justice 

agencies throughout the state. These documents were restricted 

to the research publications of -the Center and other Consortium 

schools. 

FACUL'!:Y mm STUDRNT BXCHANGE 

During the spring semester of 1976 9 Professor Don.Gibbons 

of Portland State UniVersity taught a regularly scheduled grad

uate seminar on the ca~~us of Arizona State University. During 

the "Tinter quarter of 1976 I Hs. Sandra t'i1allace, a regularly ad

mi ttwJ. student to the graduate program at Arizona State 
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Dniversityv earned 10 quarter hours of credit at Northeastern 

University. ~11 10 quarter hours were transferrable to Arizona 

State University and are a part of her approved program of 

studies. This e)whan~e ~vas a joint venture among Arizona State 

University, northeastern University, and the Arizona Department 

of Public Safety 'ttlhere r1s. t1a1lace is employed in the crime 

laboratory. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

tiost of the research efforts of the Center's faculty and 

staff have been directed to the development of the master's and 

doctoral curricula. How'ever v the Center did produce three ma

jor research documents: The Problem of Crime in Arizona--Hmv 

Do t'Je Solve It? ,"'as published by the Arizona Academy and re-

fleeted the rese~rch the Center had conducted for the 27th An-

nual Tm\7n Hall; An Assessment of the Attitudes of Criminal Jus-

tice Personnel in Ariz.ona Recrarding Higher Education vias a ma-

jor research effort conducted by the Center and the College of 

Business Adr1inistration f Crininal Justice ~ A rlulti-Disciplinary 

Bihlioqrc:1TJhv "las a joint effort by the Center and Portland state --,;"..."'---'-'----'-

University. Of the 21 studellts who completed the requirements 

for ~laster of Science in Criminal Justice, 7 elected to write a 

thesis as a nart of their graduate program. A list of students 

and their thesis titles follm·JG: 

Dennis A. Holley, An Evaluation of a Police Human Services 
Specialist Con~unity Liaison Program. 

Patricia H. I<nox v Efficacy of Assertive Training in Chang
ing Locus of Control . 
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vJillia.:rl B. Cooper, Juvenile Delinquency Among Ethnic Minor
ities. 

Leopolfl. AckerMan, II r Diversionary Programs in the Criminal 
Justice SysteM: Ne't'l Ideas in Conflict with Traditional Le
gal Issues. 

Victor H. Sims, r1anpovter Characteristics of Arizona's Small 
Police Departments. 

Christine ~·1. Horylev, The Deterrent Effectiveness of r'1anda
tory Sent8ncin0. 

Joseph Garcia, A Model for Automated Searches of Latent 
Palmprints. 

':'he Cen·ter's faculty and staff have been actively involved 

in manpm·rer development and evaluation projects of local crimi-

nal justice agencies" Host of these activities have been re-

lated to prograr.l evaluation and were conducted in order to (1) 

develop expertise in evaluation among the Center's faculty and 

staff, (2) eX)Jose gradUate students to evaluation studies, (3) 

develop a deqree of trust between the criminal justice agencies 

and the Center of Criminal .Tustice, and (4) provide an important 

cOT'LMunity service not nOT!l available to criminal justice agencies 

in ~1aricopa County. Projects involved included a citizen's sup-

port and participation project "7ith the city of Glendale" an 

ac9.ult diversion procrram "7ith -t.he city of Tempe, the effective-

ness of juvenile probation officers in high schools for the 

r1aricopa County Juvenile Court Center, a community service pro-

gran and team policing 'I:!i th the city of Scottsdale, a study of 

the reliability of the sentencing recommendations of adult pro-

batiqn officers with the r1aricopa County Adult Probation Office, 

the development of a design for assigning clients to a new di-

ac:rnostic proqram or a traditional nrogram at the state juvenile 

------~------ --- ~ 
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institution with the Arizona Department of Corrections, a sur-

vey of all community organizations in Maricopa County as to 

their perceived relationship to the criminal justice syste!l1, 

and a criMe analysis prO~'Tram with the Psychology Department 

and the city of Scottsdale involving the plotting and charac-

teristics of all burqlaries and grand thefts in Scottsdale. 

The Center has also developed two major research proposals 

involvin~ manpO't"/er development that are currently being re-

viewed by potential fundinq agencies. In June 1976 the Center 

obtained a coPY of the four computer tapes containing the raw 

data of Project STAR. These data will be used for research 

projects by the faculty and gradua·t.e students. Analysis of 

several morels of juror decision making will be presented at 

the American Psychological ConVention on September 6, 1976, 

and submitted for publication. Also, all evaluations of pro-

grams dealing with juvenile delinquency in I'<1aricopa County will 

be cOMpiled and analyzed. A general evaluation model will be 

developed to measure the effectiveness of the juvenile justice 

system in ~1aricopa County. 

HAPD LINES DEVELOPED 

l\t the inceution of this (Trant, the Uni versi ty had no 

state uonies.assigned to the criminal justice program. At the 

completion of the grant, the University had in excess of 

$21n~OOO assigned to the Center of Criminal Justice for fiscal 

year lq76-77. These funds support eight full-time faculty, two 

part-time faculty, two fUll-time secretaries, plus necessary 

L_~ 
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supplies, etc. In andition, out of non-appropriated funds, the 

University has funded a half-time coordinator of student advise-

ment and a half-time coordinator of administrative services. 

Only one full-time secretary and three graduate students were 

not absorbed by the University at the completion of the grant . 

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY SELF-EVALUATION 

The 406(e) Educational Development Grant to Eastern Ken-

tucky University authorized and funded a project, the goal of 

"Jhich ~'Jas to enhance and expand criminal justice education at 

the qraduate level 0 The time span for this project was three 

years, from July 1, 1973, through June 30, 1976, with an exten

sion of three months granted through September 30, 1976. In 

the case of Eastern Kentucky University, this goal was trans-

lated in terms of enhancing and expanding the master's level 

program and developinq a cooperative doctoral program. This 

goal led to four primary objectives listed in the grant: (1) 

graduate program development, (2) faculty and student exchange, 

(3) manpoNer and related research projects, and (4) research 

related to curriculum and instructional improvement. 

An additional objectbre was urged upon the project by the 

Program Hanaqeri this VJas the objective of technology transfer. 

A sixth ob;ective was first encouraged and then not funded by 

LEAA; this v.TaS the objective of developing an international 

criminal justice research component. Each of these obje~tives 

had its Ot,m impact upon the criminal iustice education program 

at Eastern Kentucky University and, through this program, upon 
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other eleMents in the University, as well as individuals and 

agencies in our state and in our region. All objectives were 

set in motion and proqress ~IJaS made in the accomplishment of 

each. These objectives, however, are not terminal in nature. 

That is, in each case the ob;ective was to set in motion a 

process--whether that process be to conduct research, to en

hance and expand an educational program, or to establish a 

faculty-student exchange program. 

The first objective, development of the graduate program, 

very likely re-presents the greatest progress made through the 

406(e) grant project. The manpower research objective comes a 

close second in this level of accomplishment. One may say that 

these two objectives were clearly accomplished, though from the· 

perspective of those involved in the project these will be con

tinuous efforts that t'lill need continual support and acti vi ty. 

Other research projects directed toward curriculum and instruc'

tion imr,>rovement may also he said to have been accomplished, 

though the stages of development in this objective are also 

continuous and will need increased efforts on the part of our 

personnel at Eastern Kentucky University, College of Lai", En

forcement, as i~7el1 as adflitional funding. The faculty-student 

exchange programs may also be said to have been accomplished. 

HmV'ever, the staqes of development of this very promising as

pect of the project have not all been realized and will need 

continued coordination and support. 

The above comments provide an indication of new directions 

for activities set in motion by the 406(e) grant project. These 
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follo~~l the paths provided by the objectives of the grant proj

ect, both those officidlly agreed toby the University and 

those encouraged by LBA~ durinq the project period. The activ

ities related to the development of the joint doctoral programs 

have stimulated increasing pressures from students and faculty 

alike for the University to develop its own doctoral program in 

cximinal justice. This would require legislative authorization 

and tvould signify a ne,'! c1irection in higher education in Ken-

tucky. At the present time, this possibility is remote,; hmvev-

err every element implicit in a doctoral program will be pres-

ent on our campus by the completion of the 406(e) grant project, 

and those \"ho have worked to develop the joint doctoral program 

eagerly look forward to the possibility of an Eastern Kentucky 

University (toctorate in criminal justice. 

The activities in the area of manpower research and career 

development for criminal justice master's and doctoral gradu-

ates have increased the interest and activity of the University 

in the area of manpower research and job placement. Efforts 

are presently being directed tm"J'ard the establishment of a job 

information center for the eight-state region, Region IV, in 

which we are located. A member of the Center staff is presently 

directing this effort and is working with the appropriate state 

and regional offices to establish the criminal justice career. 

information center at Eastern Kentucky University. The impor-

tance of this ne"1 direction for criminal justice in our region 

cannot be overestimated. At the present time, without a sys-

tematic process, positions are necessarily filled on the basis 
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of personal contact vlhich v it is felt, provides greates't. lee'IJlay 

for political influence in the criminal justice system. Thus, 

this ne~T direction could provide an emphasis upon profession

alism \l'7hile deemphasizing the influence of patronage in the 

criminal justice systeIl1, an objective which is implicit in the 

development of graduate higher education for criminal justice 

personnel. 

The ne~~7 directions provided by research and conferences 

may also have considerable significance for criminal justice 

higher education. The Conference on Court Administration, the 

Conference on Nomen in Criminal Justice" and the Conference on 

Privacy and Data Systems which were conducted on this campus 

are examples of a ne\-lJ direction. The conferences focused upon 

the evaluation of alternative educational or administrative 

prograns for the criminal justice system in our region and pro

vided the substance for the systematic design of graduate edu

cational programs. Other research--including comparative crim

inal justice systems, value consistency in the criminal justice 

system, and victimization--provides the substance for new di

rection in curriculum, in research, and in service to our con

stituents. 

The student-faculty exchange program in itself is a new 

direction if' higher education. While this program was not as 

fully implemented as other phases of the project, the partial 

iMplementation through the joint doctoral programs provides a 

sound basis upon 't1hich this nevJ direction can be built • 
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The international comnarative criminal justice system com

ponent provides a nei'l direction for criminal justice education 

at Eastern Kentucky University, and the specialization 'ltJithin 

this area upon comparative criminal justice in developing 

countries is a new direction for criminal justice higher educa

tion generally. It is our hope that TfJe will be able to con

tinue this nev7 direction in the future. 

Research projects at Eastern Kentucky under the grant have 

been ,organized under the "plini-grant" program, wJ:1erebY the fac

ulty merlber ';.V'as required to submit a proposal w'hich was re

vie~'7ed before the award ~'las made. A r.1.or:itor of the mini-grant 

was assigned by the Center Director, and a separate budget line 

\AlaS established if the grant, il\laS awarded. The primary consid

era'tions in the avTard of grants were: (1) improvement of re

search input to our graduate courses, (2) enrichment of our 

present body of knowledge, (3) opportunities to upgrade the 

faculty in criminal justice and related areas, (4) the profes

sional level of the research design, (5) reasonable budget 

limits,'and (6) the promise of a product from research. Since 

Eastern began the grant p~riod 1,lTith little or no previous re

search production, this area was accurately viewed as a pump

priming effort which was of great importance to the College. 

Proiects completed under this program are reviewed in Volume I 

of this Report. 

Thus, criminal justice higher education at Eastern Kentucky 

University has "litnessed siqnificant changes in content and 

scope generated by the 406(e) grant. In addition, this project 
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has enabled the University to identify new directions for de

velopMent academically and for service to the criminal justice 

system. 

~UCHIG.l\'N STATE UNIVERSITY SELF-EVALUATION 

REVISION AND EXPANSION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION 

The Social Science Ph.D. with the option in Criminal Jus

tice and Criminology had been jointly offered by the School of 

Criminal Justice and the College of Social Science since 1969. 

The Educational DevelopMent Grant allowed for the expansion of 

the number of students enrolled in the program from 10 to 25. 

Not until the 1975-76 school year, however, was that number of 

qualified students enrolled in the ?rogram. The future size 

of the program is expected to be 20 full-time students. 

The Master of Science degr~e program in the School was ex

tensively revised along with the undergraduate curriculum. The 

undergraduate curriculum chan<]ed from one in vlhich students en

rolled in I'tracks"--such as la\'l enforcement, corrections, de

linquency 1 and the like--to a "generalist" curriculum 'ivith stu

dents no longer in tracks but exposed to a broad view of the 

total criminal justice system. The curriculum change was ac

companied by a reduction in the number of undergraduate courses 

offered by the Schoolo This follmrV'ed from a faculty resolution 

in 1972 to place approximately half of the faculty resources in 

the graduate programs. 

The master's curriculum desiqned prior to and during the 

grant t'l1as first implemented in the winter quarter of 1975. It 
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is one 'l:lhich has a number of specific concentrations. The for

mer undergraduate track system vV'as used broadly as a model to 

construct the follovling concentrations ~ police administration, 

correctional adrr1,inistration t de linquency prevention and control 1 

research and planningp criminal justice education, forensic 

science u and security administration. ~he concentrations are 

aimed at preparing students for administrative or technical 

positions in the field of criminal justice and are considered 

much Dore analytic than the former track system. The curricu

lum also includes courses of a Nore general nature and, in con

junction "-lith the courses from the separate concentrations, can 

be used as preparation for doctoral studies. All the courses 

in the masteris curriculum also serve the present doctoral stu

dents 0 

STUDENT ENROLU·1ENTS AND DEGREES GRANTED 

During the period of the grant, the undergraduate fall 

quarter enrollments were 707 in 1973, 712 in 1974, and 855 in 

1075. Pall quarter enrollments at the master's level were 89 

in 1973, 87 in 1974: and 125 in 1975. Fall quarter enrollments 

in the Ph.D. prograTl1 1J1ere 6 in 1973, 13 in 1974, and 20 in 1975. 

It is anticipated that Ph.D. enrollments in the fall quarter 

1976 ':7ill be 23. (See the ~J]:SU program history in Volume I for 

preceding years.) 

The degrees awarded during the grant period for each fis

cal year are as follows: for the undergraduate program, 280 in 

1974, 284'· in 1975, and 260 in 1976; at the master's level, 36 
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in 1974, 33 in 1975, and 35 in 1976; at the Ph.D. level, 1 in 

1974, 2 in 1975, and 2 in 1976. 

LEAA GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS 

From a dollar amount of $97;785 varying levels of fello\\1-

ship funding were at'larded to a total of 31 students over the 

period of the grant to the School. It is anticipated that nine 

more students \'rill be awarded doctoral dissertation research 

fellm"1ships in the near future. The fellovlships 'ltJere used to 

support thesis and dissertation research at the master's and 

Ph. D. levels. A fe\'l exceptional students were also a\'1arded 

stipends for doctoral studies. Some fellowships were awarded 

to students outside the School 'I,'lTho ~lere conducting crime or 

criminal-justice-related dissertation research. Some other 

fellmvships 'l,l1ere used to support research interns in a vlide 

variety of crininal justice aqencies. Seven rn.aster~s theses 

and seven doctoral dissertations 'I,'lTere completed \'lTi th assistance 

from fellowship funds. Five doctoral dissertations are nearing 

completion as of the summer of 1976. 

ADDITIONAL GRANTS RECEIVED DURING THE PERIOD OF THE GRANT 

!t1o<lel Evaluation Program ($190 ,000) ~ This is a contract 
w'i th the ~'1ichigan State Planning Agency to conduct two 
intensive evaluations in the program areas of Youth Ser
vice Bureaus and Specialized Police Units (December 1, 
1975 - June 30, 19~7). 

r1ichigan Lav] Enforcement Training Council Graduate Assis
tantships ($22.500): These fellowships supported five 
graduate research interns from the School in research in
to various topics relating to police training (October 1, 
1975 - June 30, 1976). 
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LEAA Training t'Jorkshops ($ 32,900): These funds were 
awarded from LEAA Regional Office V to support the design 
and implementation of two workshops on (a) Planning and 
Evaluation and (b) Alternatives to Prison Overcrowding 
(July 1" 1975 - December 31, 1976). 

LEAA Internships ($41,511): These funds were used to sup
port students in the Criminal Justice "Practicurn" (July 1, 
1973 - August 31, 1976) 0 

Crir.tinal ~Justice Teaching Fellm~ships ($36,000): These 
funds 'Vlere av.7arc1ed by the U. s. Office of Education to 
support six mast.er' s and Ph. D. level students ,-,ho com
pleted a program of study in the Criminal Justice Educa
tion concentration. Each fello'N' developed and offered a 
course in the t1]ayne County Community College System in 
the Detroit area (September 1, 1974 - August 30, 1975). 

CriT"tinal Justice Curriculum Institute ($20,OOO)~ Funds 
fron the U. S. Office of Education were awarded to conduct 
a blO-Heek intensive summer workshop for approximately 20 
comn.unity college educators. The end product is antici
pated to be a model associate degree curriculum ~...,ith em
phasis on the systemic level of criminal justice (Summe:: 
1976). 

Preliminary Assessment of Female Troopers in the Michigan 
State Police ($7,1)00):: A contract ,,,ith the State Police 
t'Jas a~'7arded to the School to design a systematic study of 
female troopers to be implemented \Alhen their numbers are 
sufficiently large to justify such a study (July 15, 1976 
- Decenber 15, 1976) 0 

RESEARCH Ann T2CmiOLOGY TRANSFER 

(\.s ind.icated in the l'1SU program history in Volume I, the 

research efforts und( rtaken ~~i th funding from the Educational 

DeveloD!'1cmt Grant \vere conceived as having a strong educational 

---an eXi.)eriential learninn--componen"t as 'Nell as a technology 

transfer COMponent for the agencies in which the research was 

conducted. Projects tlTere conceptualized as being of two sorts: 

long-range projects in \v-hich a number of graduate students 

could be involved either as individuals or as members of a 

given class g and shorter range projects of a delimited nature 
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in which one or more students ~V'oula. conduct specific research 

for an operational or planning agency. 

E~carnples of the long-range type of study are the Wayne 

County Sheriff's Department policy development project, the 

female offenders project with the Hichigan Department of Cor

rections, women in policing in r,'!ichigan, the development of a 

computerized criminal justice data bank, and a follow-up study 

of all graduates of the School hetween 1938 and 1973. 

A number of short-ranqe ?rojects were conducted. Notable 

among these are studies done by research interns funded by fel

lov-]ship money. Jl.s indicated in Volume I, an intensive research 

internship program ''las initia'ted in the summer of 1975 which 

involved 15 graduate students in 13 different projects in a 

total of 11 separate agencies. These and other student research 

interns were supervised by the staff of the Criminal Justice 

Systems Center, and the students' and the agencies' experiences 

are presently being evaluated. 

Graduate research assistants also produced the follml7ing 

bibliographies ~ Crirn.e Prevention, Female Offenders, The Effects 

of Hiqher Education on Criminal Justice Personnel, Criminal Jus

tice Planning and Research, and Criminal Justice Evaluation. 

Additionally, the Center's staff produced the following 

grant applications 'i.!hich have not been funded as yet: Computer 

Analysis and Interpretation of Job Stress in Police Officers r 

P,1odel Program for Integrating Curriculum Design with Employment 

~1arket Data, Nichigan State Planning Agency Hanpower Development 

Plan, and a Phase One Evaluation of Coed Correctional Institu

tions • 
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A number of concept papers were also produced by staff of 

the center and include the follow'ing: Wayne County Sheriff's 

Department Collaborative-Developmental Action Research Project, 

National LEEP Evaluation, A Proposal for the Development of a 

Prescri?tive Packaqe in CriMinal Justice Education, Orientation 

Seninars on Issues and Problens for Nomen in Criminal Justice, 

and a proposed Adiunct Research Center for the Office of Crimi

nal Justice Education and Training. 

HI S CELLNJEOUS 

The grant allot-Jed for more interaction with students and 

faculty froM other disciplines at MSO than had previously been 

the case. 

During the grant u b,lO new hard-line positions "",ere given 

to the School. This brought the total to 17 FTEF. Three fac

ulty members v7ere fully supported by grant funds and one by re

lease funds from salary paid by the grant during its duration. 

Some additional sUffiJTler appointments were paid for by the grant. 

The Dean of the College of Social Science has committed 

money to the partial support of the Criminal Justice Systems 

Center for the next year. 

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY SELF-EVALUATION 

PREFACE 

The ~06(e) Educational Development Grant at Northeastern 

University is divided into tNO segments that on the one hand 

are separate from each other and yet on the other hand are 
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closely intert\,lined. They are the ~'iaster of Science program in 

Criminal Justice and the tlaster of Science and Doctor of Phil

osophy programs in Forensic Chemistry. The former program con

centrates on behavioral science theory, methodology, and admin

istration in criminal iustice while the latter is heavily 

weighted in the area of instrumentation and research in the 

chemical sciences. 

HO'li7 are such seem.ingly divergent programs related? The 

programs are intertwined by the fact that Stud~:lts in Criminal 

~Tustice and in Forensic Chemistry must f..llfill their basic 

criminal justice courses together in the College. In addition, 

both programs are administered by the College, and the Criminal 

Justice faculty must vote the degrees for students in both pro

grams. 

Both prograITls 'I.'lere impleMented 't'lell before the expiration 

of the LEAA grant~ the Haster of Science program was operation

al in September of 1973, the Master of Science in Forensic 

Chemistry was in operation in September of 1975, and the Ph.D. 

nrograrn in Forensic Chemistry admitted its first students in 

DeceMber of 1975. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Upon receipt of the Educational Development Grant, North

eastern University created the Institute of Chemical Analysis, 

Applications and Forensic Science under the direction of Barry 

L. Karger and allotted laboratory and office space for its use 

in a new building that was completed in the summer of 1974. 
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The role of the Institute and its s·taff was twofold: to carry 

out research activities in the field of Forensic Chemistry and 

related areas and to organize a graduate program in Forensic 

CheMistry in conjunction with the faculty of the college of 

Cri~inal Justice. The need for a viable research program was 

based upon the proiected Ph.D. proqram. 

The faculty and staff of the Institute spent the academic 

year 1973-74 organizing the laboratory facilities and by the 

spring of 1974, with the laboratory in place, research activ

ities began. A list of the published results and submitted re-

search Monographs of the lnsti tute follmlTs: 

D. E. Polk and B. C. Giessen v "A 1\1e\l1 Serial Number r'1arking 
System Applicable to Firearms Identification," Journal of 
Forensic Sciences, 20, 501 (1975). 

B. L. Karger, J. M. Parker, B. C. Giessen, and G. Davies, 
IlGraduate Education and Research in Forensic Chemistry at 
Northeastern University," in Education and Scientific 
Proqress in :Porensic Science, G. Davies (ed.), ACS Sympo
sium Series, 1975. 

B. C. Giessen, D. E. Polk, and J. A. W. Barnard, "The Ap
plication of J.'.1.aterials Science Methods to Forensic Prob
lems: Principles, Serial Number Recovery and Paper Iden
tification," in Education and Scientific Pro ress in Fo
rensic Science, G. Davies (ed. , ACS Symposium Series, 1975. 

G. Davies F IlEducational and Scientific Progress in Crimi
nalistics p

ll Analytical CheMistry, Vol. 47, No.3, March 
1975, pp. 3l8A-330A • 

.. T. A. t'L Barnard, D. B. Polk, and B. C. Giessen, "Forensic 
Identification of Papers by Elemental Analysis Using Scan
ning Electron Microscopy," Scanning Electron Microscopy/ 
1975 (Part II) I ITT Research Institute, April 1975, pp. 
519-527. 

G. Davies (edo) Q Education and Scientific Progress in Fo
rensic Science, ACS SYMposium Series, 1975. 

D. E. Polk and B. C. Giessen, "r·!etallurgical Aspects of 
Serial Number Recovery,1I AFTE JQ,urnal, 2.(2), 38 (1975). 
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D. ]'10 Petersen F P. Vouros, J. r1. Parker, and B. L. Karger, 
"~lfass Spectrometrv as an Aid in the Detection and Identi
fication of Pineridyl Denzilates and Related Glycolates," 
Journal of Forensic Sciences, 3!, 279 (1976). 

p. ,ronros p B 0 Petersen, r,7. P. Daffeldecker, and ,J. L. Neu
meyer, "l\porphines 19. P1ass SpectroMetry of Benzyliso
quinolines. Influence of Stereochemistry on Fragmenta
tion and Evidence for an Ionically Induced Intramolecular 
r1igration Process ,11 submitted to JourrlC<.l of Organic Chem-
istrv. . 

L. F. Colwell and B. L. Karger, "Ink Identification by 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography." 

R. T. Felix, T. Boenisch, and Ro N. Giese, "Haptoglobin 
Phenotyping of Bloodstains by Nongradient Polyacrylamide 
Electrophoresis,1I submitted to Journal of Forensic Sci
ences. 

,J. C. Barrick, D. E. Polk, R. V. Raman, and B. C. Giessen, 
"Forensic .A.pplications of X-Ray Diffraction. I. Differ
entiation of Piperidyl Denzilates and Related Glycolates 
by ~.rticro-X-Ray Diffraction." 

D. E. Polk, A. E. Attard, and B. Co Giessen, IIForensic 
Characterization of Papers IIg Determination of Batch 
Differences by SEr1 Elemental Analysis of the Inorganic 
Components l

ll submitted to Journal of Forensic Scie~. 

P. Vouros and D. A. ~1arshal, "J.'.lass Spectrometric Sensi
tivity Data for Selected Compounds of Biological and Fo
rensic Interest." 

J. A. ~T. Barnard, ]\. Halpern, and B. C. Giessen, "Forensic 
Characterization of Paper III: UV Luminescence," to be 
submitted to Journal of Organic Chemistry. 

As of this writing, research activities are continuing in the 

areas of Liquid Chromatography in Toxicology, Ink Analysis by 

Liquid ChromatographY9 Mass Spectrometry of Drugs, Bloodstain 

~1ethodology, Arson Accelerants by Liquid Chromatography and 

Piperidyl Benzilates Esters, Identification by Mass Spectrom-

etry. 

The research accomplishments of the Institute are highly 

regarded by the University and the academic community and, 
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thus, Northeastern University has assur~ed conplete support for 

its activities nm'] that the Educational Development Grant has 

ended. This support not only includes funds for faculty and 

staff positions and laboratory facilities but also teaching 

assistantships for graduate students. 

ACADBrlIC PRODUCTION 

As of September 1976, 39 students have already received 

their r1aster of Science in Criminal Justice degrees, while the 

number of students enrolled in the master's program in Forensic 

Chemistry is 11, v7ith one candidate scheduled to complete his 

requirements for the Ph.D. in Forensic Chemistry by January of 

1978. It is notev.1orthy that all master's students in both 

prograrts pmst produce a research monograph or thesis as part of 

the requirements for their degrees. The research activity be

ing conducted by the Ph.D. candidate is in the area of X-ray 

diffraction of products obtained in crystal tests performed on 

suspected controlled substances (drugs). All students in the 

graduate program in Forensic Chemistry must spend at least one 

acadenic quarter as interns in forensic laboratories and ''Ii th

out exception their internshins 't'.7ere and/or are in municipal, 

state, or federal agencies. 

TECHNOLOGY TR1\1:1SFER 

A najor focus of the criminal justice program at Northeast

ern University is technology transfer. To accomplish this, the 

College of Criminal Justice established very close working re

lationships ~,ri th the Boston Police Laboratory that ;"1ere and are 
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mutually helpful and beneficial. In addition, staff members 

frOID the Institute assisted various law enforcement agencies 

in investigations they were conducting, especially in the area 

of fire, arson, and explosives. Enforcement officials and 

federal agency scientists visited the Institute laboratorieG 

.to carry out scientific inquiries according to the methodolo-

gies and techniques developed by the Forensic Chemistry staff. 

In ac1c1i tion 1 FDA workshops t papers f and/or talks 't'Jere presented 

to many professional groups during the years of the grant. A 

list of these presentations follOlo1s: 

During the initial grant phases, trips vlere taken to vari
ous state and county crime laboratories; a complete list 
is in the "Combined Quarterly Reports of the LEAA Educa
tional Development Grant--April-September 197t1." 

"Forensic Identification of Papers by Elemental Analysis 
Using SEW' by Barnard, Polk, and Giessen, Eighth Annual 
Scanning Electron Microscopy Symposium, April 10-11, 1975, 
st. Louis, Mo. 

ColloQuium--1\The Criminal Justice System in Our Society-
Bridqing the Justice Gap." 

"Hetallurgical Aspects of Serial Number Recovery" by Polk, 
Annual r-1eeting of the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark 
Examiners, Anril 1975. 

"Forensic Materials Science Research at Northeastern Uni
versity" by Giessen, March 28, 1975, Aerospace Corp., 
California. 

"Physical and Trace Evidence--Collection and Analysis" by 
Parker, January 16 r 1975, Allegheny County Coronervs Of
'fice. 

"Advances in Criminalistics: Forensic Chemistry and Mate
rials Science" by Giessen I at Boston Section, AIME, ~-1ay 3, 
1976. 

Keynote address by Ba:rry Karger at Forensic Science Sec
tion of Association of Official Analytical Chemists, Wash
ington, D. C., November 1975. 
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"Forensic Haterials Science ll by Giessen, H.I.T., Nove.nber 
1.975. 

Four reports at American AcadeMY of Forensic Science, 
Februa.ry 1976" 

Paul Vorous chaired a sYr:1posiuPl on "Forensic Applications 
of Hass Spectrometry," San Diego meeting of American So
ciety of J1ass SpectroMetry. (This ",as the first symposium 
of its kind.) 

The faculty of the College of CriMinal Justice also par-

ticipated in an extensive number of public services projects. 

For example, the Task Forces on Standards and Goals in Massa-

chusetts included Dean Norman Rosenblatt, Professor Edith Flynn, 

and Professor James Reed. The latter two faculty members were 

also very actively involved in study committees on prisons in 

Massachusetts. ;" colloquium \o'las soonsored by the College in 

1974-75 p itlhile in 1976 the COI'1Il1unity Criminal Justice Forum 

~'Jas creat.ed to bring cOnLlTluni ty and college together on issues 

of cri~inal justice. The Second International Symposium on 

VictiI':1010gy t1as also hosted by the College in September of 

1976; )00 foreign and American participants exchanged informa-

tion and presented papers dealing with the victims of crimes. 

The faculty of the College also play a significant role in the 

r1ass.achusetts Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences as well as 

in national professional societies in establishing standards 

in criminal justice higher education and accreditation. In 

conclusion, the faculty and staff of the Institute of Chemical 

Analysis, Applications and Forensic Science as well as the fac-

ulty of the College of Criminal Justice are actively involved 

on the local, regional, national, and international levels in 

expanding the horizons of knowled~e of criminal justice • 
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY SELF-EVALUATION 

DEVELoprm~lT OF GRADUATE CURRICULUH IN CRIHINAL JUSTICE 

nurinq 1973-74 u preliminary \'lork Nas carried out on cur

riculum development. During 1974-75, a curriculum subcommittee 

(chaired by Don Gibbons) developed a field-area specialization 

in criminal justice \1Tithin the Urban Studies doctoral program 

at Portland State University. That curriculum was approved by 

the Urban Studies curriculum committee, the Urban Studies fac·

ulty, the Graduate Council of the University, and the Univer

sity Senate during 1974-75. Finally, the Oregon State Board 

of HiCJher EdUcation anproved the curriculum in Decem.ber 1975 

and authorized the University to inaugurate the criminal jus

tice graduate program, effective vJinter terPl 1976. According

ly, the development of a Ph.D. and masterV s program in criminal 

justice has been accoMplished and implemented, six months be

fore the expiration of the LEAA gran't. The cur:ciculum in crim

inal justice is Aescribed in detail in the Portland State Uni

versity program his-cory in Volume I and in other documents pro

duced by the program. 

ACl\Dm.uc PRODUCTIm1 

One doctoral can(1idate in criP1inal justice, Michael t'IJia

trowski, ~·7as admitted to the progra..-n beginning fall 1974. Four 

doctoral candidates (Kathryn Farr, Richard Whipple, Richard 

Piland, and James Nhite) were ac.mitted to the doctoral program 

beginning fall 1975. Additionally, several other Urban Studies 

Ph.D. and r1.U.S. candidates have'indicated interest in a 
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criminal justice specialization. Graduate Research Fellowships 

were at'larded for 1975-76 to Wiatrov]ski, Farr, Piland, tl1hi te, 

and also to David Johnson and Priscilla Kirnboko. Bradley Post 

is currently working on a Master of Urban Studies degree, with 

concentration in criminal justice. We anticipate that four to 

six ne,'17 PhoD. candidates will be admitted to the crininal jus

tice proqram startinq fall 1976. 

The undergraduate Administration of Justice program at 

Portland state University is administratively separate from the 

graduate program, being lodged in the College of Social Science. 

However, the University is currently engaged in discussions 

leading to the establishment of a School of Urban Affairs. In 

all likelihood, the undergraduate and graduate programs in 

criminal justice t'lill ultimately be located in that School, with 

some greater degree of administrative coordination of the pro

grams resulting from that change. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

T,"lo kinds of research work ~"lere conducted during the per

iod of the project. First, a series of studies was carried out 

by project research associates v producing data and materials of 

various kinds that are related directly to curriculum develop-

ment and implementation. These studies included an .investiga

tion of LEEP loan recipients, a regional manpower and educa-

tional needs assessment, an investigation of field placement 

opportunities g and a review and assessment of research models 

and curriculum needs in criminal justice. Additionally, project 
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research associates produced annotated bibliographies on eco

nomic analyses of crime, criminal justice program evaluation, 

diversion programs f the impact of divorce experiences on chil

dren v and racial factors in crime. These bibliographies are 

to be utilized in the graduate offerings in the program. Some 

of them have also been disseminated to criminal justice educa

tors and practitioners. The project research associates also 

conduc-ted research studies p evaluating the Parrott Creek Ranch 

for Boys and Hillcrest School in Oregon. One research associ

ate is currently involved in producing a bibliography and other 

materials on criMinal justice planning needs, practices, and 

principles. 

One activity meriting special attention has to do with ap

pointment of Joseph Thimm as lecturer in the program for 1975-

76. Mr. ThiMm is a top administrator from the Children's Ser

vices Division of the State of Oregon. He is engaged in teach

ing courses in criminal justice programming and planning. How

ever, much of his time was devoted to the development of curric

ul~ materials and publishable materials in criminal justice 

planning. His activities are designed to address a major lacuna 

in the criminal justice literature. 

The second kind of research sponsored by the project in

volved a number of studies carried o~t by faculty members • 

These criminal justice research projects were designed to~ (1) 

produce criminal justice research findings and (2) contribute 

to faculty development, producinq faculty members 't'lith enhanced 

interest and competence in crimi.nal justice investigation . 
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This second group of studies includes an investigation of di-

vorce, parenting styles, and consequences upon children in the 

way of delinquency and other behavior problems. That study 

extended from fall 1974 to June 1976. Additionally, the proj-

ect funded the folloil'Jinq faculty research endeavors: 

A study of police and citizen Vie\'ls of police behavior in 
the north Precinct of Portland. 

A study of aging processes among convicts. 

A study of gun discharge residues and trace metal analy
sis. 

A study of the use of innovative physical education tech
niques in dealing ,vi th delinquent youths in Portland high 
schools. 

A folloT/I-UP study of the current work activities of Teach
er Corps members ",ho were formerly involved in delinquency 
programs. 

A study of dif.ferent perspectives on delinquency causation 
and treatment held by administrators and line personnel in 
delinquency agencies in Oregon. 

Project reports and publications resulting from these activi-

ties are listed belm" g 

Don C. Gibbons, lINew Directions in Juvenile Justice," 
Project Report. 

Don C. Gibbons, "Offender Typologies--Two Decades;' Later, II 
British Journal of Criminology, April 1975 • 

David Gris~701d and r~ichael DeShane, "Criminal Justice 
Hanpower Projections: Is There an Alternative?" Project 
Report. 

Don C. Gibbons, Barry D. Lebmvi tz F and Gerald F. Blake, 
"Observations on Proqram Evaluation in Corrections," 
Crime and Delinquency, forthcoming. 

Florence Yospe (ed.), Criminal Justice: A Multidisciplin
ary Bibliography, prepared jointly with Arizona State Uni
versity. 
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Florence Yospe (ed.), nDiversion from the Juvenile Justice 
Systel'1: An Annotated Bibliography, II Project Report. 

Don C. Gibbons and Gerald F. Blake, "Concept Paper: LEAA 
Discretionary Funding Program for Juvenile Diversion." 

David K. Roe, "Determination of t;un Discharge Residues by 
Trace 11etal Analysis," Project Report. 

Don C. Gibbons and Gerald F. Blake, "Building a Criminal 
Justice Ph.D." 

r1ichael DeShane and David Gris'V'JOld, "Educational Programs f 
Criminal Justice Manpower Needs, and New Directions in Ed
ucation~ Focus on Region X," Project Report. 

Kathryn Farr and Cynthia Madaris, "An Institutional Exper
ience for Juvenile Offenders," Project Report. 

Kathryn Farr ~ "The Study of Female Crime: Approaches and 
Implications v" Project Report. 

Don C. Gibbons and R. Kelly Hancock, liThe Future of Crime 
in American Society," paper presented at Pacific Sociolog
ical Association meetings, April 1975. 

R. Kelly Hancock and Don C. Gibbons, "Some Criminological 
Forecasts for a Society That Is Coming Apart v 1\ paper pre
sented at American Society of Criminology meetings, Novpm
ber 1974. 

Anthony J. Filipovitch, "The Structure of Neighborhood and 
Residential Security; II Project Report. 

Robert Broadhead, IITm'lard a Doctoral Education in criminal 
Justice~ Research Models and Curriculum Recommendations," 
Project Report. 

Priscilla Kimboko (ed.), liThe Impact of Divorce on Children 
and Their Parents: A Bibliography," Project Report. 

Don C. Gibbons and Gerald F. Blake; "Perspectives in Crim
inology and Criminal Justice: The Implication for Higher 
Education Programs," paper prepared for the Conference on 
Key Issues in Criminal Justice Doctoral Education, Univer
sity of Nebraska at Omaha (See Volume IV of these Reports). 

Resa Lee Penn? "The Political Economy of Crime: An An
notated Bibliography." 
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l'iichael DeShane, Gerald F. Blake, and Don c. Gibbons, 
" lTuvenile Diversion Q Issues and Strategy" and "Appendix," 
nrepared for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Operations Task Group, LEM. 

JUchael vJiatrowski, "A Theoretical and Ethical Assessment 
of the Crime Control Problem in Portland," Project Report. 

James Galvin, Gerald Blake, and Don C. Gibbons, "Model 
Progra1T\~ 'Youth Diversion Project," prepared for the Of
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, LEAA. 

Florence Yospe (ed.) I "Program Evaluation in Corrections: 
An Annotate0. Bibliography," Project Report. 

James Galvin, Gerald Blake, and Don C. Gibbons, "Evalua
tion Plan~ LEAA Discretionary Funding Program for Youth 
Diversion, tl prepared for the Office of ,Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention, LEAA. 

Don C. Gibbons and Gerald F. Blake, "Evaluating the Impact 
of lluvenile Diversion Proqrams f II Project Report. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AtTn SERVICES TO THE CRH1INAL JUSTICE 
C0I'1r.mUITY (ADVISORY SERVICE TO LEAA AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Af;ENCIE8) 

During 1975-76, the project is providing consultative ser-

vices to the Hultnomah County Sheriff Us Department in the way 

of technical assistance in the establishment of management and 

inforMations systeM procedures. 

In spring 1975, the project conducted a one-day seminar on 

criminal justice program evaluation for criminal justice prac-

titioners in the State of Oregon. In fall 1975, a one-day sem-

inar on the current status of treatment vlas conducted for local 

criMinal justice practitioners, with Dr. Robert Marinson being 

eMPloyed as the principal speaker at that seminar. 

During 1974-75, Gerald Blake and Don Gibbons have been in

volved in a number of consultative relationships with juvenile 

and criminal justice agencies in the community. Additionally, 
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Gibbons served during 1975-76 as an Associate ~~ember of the 

Governor's Task Porce on corrections. 

As already indicated, a nu~er of annotated bibliographies 

and other materials were prepared by the project personnel and 

disseMinated to local and national criminal justice agencies. 

The Most ambitious activity carried on by the project is 

the diversion grant with the Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention. During summer 1975, the project was 

awarded an LEAA grant of $109,000 for the purpose of providing 

a variety of kinds of consultation, assistance, and advice to 

OlTJDP. Gibbons and Blake both ""ere engaqed for a fraction of 

their time on this pro;ect during 1975-76. A number of prod-

ucts have been turned out as part of this endeavor, including 

publications listed &bove. 

HARD LnlES DEVBLOPF.n 

The adMinistration of Portland State University has as-

si~ned approximately $57,000 to the Urban Studies program for 

the continuation of the criminal justice program in 1976-77. 

This funding is designed to support the faculty members who 

\"ill be directly involved in the criminal justice program, as 

well as to provide needed secretarial support, supplies, etc. 

UNIVERSITY OF HARYLAl'JD SELF-EVALUATION 

The Consortium Agreement, signed on November 16, 1973, by 

the Presidents of seven Consortium universities, or their rep-

resentati ves, opens v,i th the follovJing statement ~ 
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forcement Assistance Administration, United States 
DepartJ.11ent of Justice I for the express and e}{plici t 
purpose of building or strengthening graduate pro
qrams in criJ.11inal justice or directly related stud
ies at the doctoral level, not exclusively the Ph~D. 
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In terms of that objective~ the impact of the Consortium grant 

on the Institute of CriJ.11inal Justice and Criminology at the 

University of H.aryland has decidedly been a very positive and 

i~portant one. After almost three years of supplementary fund-

ing by the qrant, the Institute is emerging as an academic unit 

of much greater scope and depth of program than it was prior to 

the grant. 

l'Ji thin tv.TO months of the signing of the Consortium Agree

ment p the Criminology Program p which had been offering a Ph.D. 

degree in Sociology with specialization in criminology since 

Iq46 1Nas transferred to the Ins·titute and broadened to include 

the entire fieln of criminal justice under the title Ph.D. in 

Criminal Justice and CriJ.11inoloqy. The number of Ph~D. students 

in the Institute gre'l,v from 0 in the fall semester of 1973 to 24 

in the fall of 1970. The measure of their pr09ress is the fact 

that three of these students had completed their Ph.D. compre-

hensives by the end of the Consortium period with only the dis-

sertations remaining to be done p ",hile b,>lO more had taken two 

out of four comprehensives, and an additional group of five to 

six Ph.D. candidates ~:ere scheduled to take their comprehen-

sives in the course of academic year 1976-77. During the per-

ioc. of the grant, the Institute awarded ten LEAA Research Fel-

lm"shipsf nine to Ph.D. candidates and one to facilitate 
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completion of the .tLA. degree. One Ph.D. degree (in Sociology 

with specialization in criminology) and one M.A. degree in 

Cri~inal Justice and Criminology were completed with the aid of 

these fellowship awards. Ten M.Ae degrees were completed oth

erwise. 

A further measure of the quality of the Institute's Ph.D. 

proqram is the fact that over the period of the last 18 months 

o~ t~e Consortium grant~ six papers by Ph.D. candidates were 

accented for presentae.on at national meetings: the American 

Society for CriminoloGY, the UationaJ. Institute of Crime and 

Delinquency v and the AMerican Sociological Association. One of 

these papers was published in a national refereed journal. One 

of the Ph.D. students received an international fellm'ITship for 

one month in Europe. 

Over the same period the r1.A. degree program, Criminology 

and Criminal Justice options, reached a total of 53 students 

as conpared to 38 in the fall of 1973. The number of full-time 

underc:raduate majors increased from 332 to some 650 (last com

puter printout for spring 1976) \-;hile registrations in Insti

tute courses increasen from 1495 to over 2900. 

Parallel qrowth occurred in the number of faculty and 

graduate assistantships. Prior t:o the Consortium grant v the 

Institute 1 s budget provided for 8 faculty lines and 7 graduate 

assistantships. Consortium funding added 5 visiting professor

ships ann as many as 13 qraduate assistants. With the termina

tion of the Consortium, the University replaced the Consortium

funded faculty positions with 5 new state-funded faculty budget 
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lines and added 5 assistantships. Consequently the Institute 

emerged in the post-Consortium period with 13 state-funded fac

ulty positions and 12 graduate assistantships. 

The growth in the depth and scope of the program is re

flected also in the number of graduate courses offered by the 

Institute. By the fall of 1976, such courses numbered 24 as 

compared to 15 in the fall of 1973. The total number of 

courses and sections taught in one semester by the Institute 

increased from 23 to 36 in the same period. 

Throughout its existence the Institute has recognized the 

importance of involving minority stUdents and women in its 

qraduate program. The University of 1'1aryland grant proposal 

included a professorial position specifically for the recruit

Ment of graduate minority students. As a result of these ef

forts, there are 3 Blacks in the Ph.D. program and 5 Blacks in 

the master's prograM, 13P'; in each program. There are 7 tl10men 

in the Ph.D. proqram and 17 in the ~1.A. program, constituting 

32% and 29~1 respectively. There are 2 Spanish-surnamed stu

dents in the ~1.A. program as of the fall of 1976. 

The general strengthening of the graduate program of the 

Institute and its faculty; during the grant period, is clearly 

indicated by the adoitional research and educational grants re

cei ved by 'I:.he Institute. Here should be mentioned the Minority 

Prison Community research project funded by the NIMH in the 

sprincr of 1974 for t', .. TO years for a total of $180,000; the In

ternational Seminars and Training Programs in Criminal Justice 

project funded by LEAA in the fall of 1974 in the sum of 
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$350, 000 ~ Changes in Form and Dimensions of Criminali ty--Nation'" 

al and Transnational, a conference funded ($25,000) by LEAA and 

organized jointly '(,'Jith the United Nations; a Criminal Justice 

Evaluation Unit funded by the State of Maryland Planning Agency, 

Governor's COMmission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 

Justice, for three years at about $12,000 a year. 

In addition to the strengthening of the doctoral program, 

the Consortiu~ Agreeflent specified as its purposes cooperation 

amonq the seven ConsortiuM universities and the development of 

research" the latter, of course, being a component element of a 

Ph. D. prograr.l. The following are indicators of performance un-

der this program. 

As to the cooperative efforts of the Consortium universi-

ties, the University of ~1aryland took a very active part. Its 

Director and a number of the graduate faculty participated in 

all of the 20 meetings of the Board of Directors, "'hich, in 

wany t:vays 1 represented a unique series of seminars on graduate 

education in criminal justice, extended over a period of three 

years and \vi th the participation of a number of outside experts < 

The Director served for a year as Chairman of the Consortium 

Board of Directors and for almost t't1l0 years as Chairman of the 

~eports COI"u'1.ittee. '2:'he Research Directors of the ~1aryland pro-

qrarn. took an active pRrt in the meetings of the Research Direc-

tors. The University of r·l(aryland developed a joint doctoral 

program in criminal jus,t.ice and criminology ~1i th Eastern Ken-

tucky University. As of the fall of 1976, bJQ Ph. D. candidates 

from Eastern Kentucky Uni versi ty \vere completing their doctoral 
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studies at the University of Maryland, and several additional 

students \.qere in the early sta.ges of the program at Eastern 

Kentucky University. 

The Institute regularly extended invitations to its Con

sortium partners to the conferences it organized~ the First 

National Private Security Conference, and the International 

Conference on Doctoral Level Education in Criminal Justiceo 

One faculty member from a Consortium university "..ras invited to 

participate in the International Seminar on the Sociocultural 

Factors in Nonmedical Drug Use. When the Director of the Mary

land Institute was charged with the task of preparing the Na

tional Paper for the United States Delegation to the Fifth 

United Nations Congress on the Prevention of C:rime and Treat

ment of Offenders; the Consortium universities were invited to 

consult in this undertaking, and all but one of the Directors 

attended a conference called for the purpose. 

The intensification of research during the period of the 

Consortium grant was indicated above under the listing of other 

grants receivedn Several faculty members undertook individual 

research projects as the result of Consortium fundingo With a 

number of graduate studen·:'s participating, the Research Direc

tor carried out a student-victimization study on the College 

Park campus of the University of Maryland. Over a period of 

eight months, this project provided an excellent opportunity 

for experience in research methodology for the participants. A 

report on this project was presentec1 at the 1976 American Con

gress of Correction. 
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The proceedings and reports on the conferences mentioned 

above have been published or are in the process of publication. 

While the impact of the funds made available for the e}~

pansion of the doctoral program through the Consortium grant 

undoubtedly was a major factor in the growth described above, 

the very fact of the establishment of the Consortium as such 

for the purpose of strengthening doctoral programs \~as a cru

cial factor. The field of criM.inal justice education, as a new 

arrival on the aca~eMic scene, did not have the prestige that 

other disciplines commanded within the academic community. The 

LEEP program of LEAl~ bega.n to change this situation, but this 

action by the federal government, signalling the national need 

for doctoral level education to produce planners, evaluators, 

researchers q and teachers for the field made a bid for and lent 

support to the status of criminal justice education on a par 

\~i th other disciplines on the campuses. At the Uni versi ty of 

Haryland, this irrrmediately became a major factor. While the 

criminal justice program 'fTaS rapidly developing even before the 

errant, its status and respectability ~'7ere noticeably enhanced. 

The groNth of the pro0,raPl was unquestionably speeded up consid

erably. The other grants for educational research purposes 

mentioned above fitted into the pattern, as did the participa

tion of the staff as individual scholars and professionals in 

the rich develop~ents of the last several years in national and 

international activities in the field. Perhaps the most telling 

measure of the gains made at the University of Maryland by the 

criminal justice program is the above-reported readiness of the 
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University to take over into the state budget, at a time of 

very tight budget situation, a number of the positions first 

introduced on the basis of Consortium funding. 

Viewed in an historical perspective, criminal justice ed

ucation at the University of r1aryland had four major events 

shape its development: the establishment of a specialization 

in criminology in the Department of Sociology in 1946 I ,,,i th 

the first Ph.D. in that specialization granted in 1947; the 

subsequent establishment of a Criminology Progranl as an auton

omous unit in the DepartMent of Sociology with its own direc

tor and special budget in the early sixties~ the establishment 

of the Institute of Criminal Justice and Cri~inology in 1969, 

and, finally, the Consortium grant in 1973. 

In summing up the impact of the Consort'ium grant on the 

qraduate prograM in criminal justice at the University of Mary

land pit is only fair to say that t.llhi1e any generalization 

about consortia in any field is hardly justifiable--because 

consortia are established for 'I.,1idely different purposes, differ 

orqanizationally, and their success depends on the circumstances 

at the given tine and place--this particular Consortium and the 

accoMpanying grant proved to be singularly effective a·t the 

Uni versi ty of r.1arylanCl.o 
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UNIVERSITY OF' tJEBRA8Kl\" AT O~1AHA SELF-EVALUATION 

INTRODUCTIon 

The impact of the Educational Development Grant upon the 

University of Nebraska at Omaha must be analyzed from two dif

ferent perspectives. Firstu most of the impact both in quan

ti ty and significance vlas the result of internal changes stil'1-

u1ated by the input of LEAA grant money into the University. 

The chanaes in this category should be considered as indepen

dent from any changes resulting from Consortium membership-

changes ll\J'hich can be thouqht of as constituting a second cate

gory of educational development impact. This brief evaluation 

v!i11 describe, in sUI!'\Il1ary form, both categories of impact. 

Finally, consideration will be given to possible interactions 

behl7een t:le t'i:JO cat.ecrories of impact. 

INDEPENDENT n~p.A.CT 

The LEM Educational Development Grant made to the Univer

sity of Nebraska at Omaha resulted in change throughout the 

Uni~!ersi ty of :Nebraska systeM which ~1i 11 endure far beyond the 

grant period. While it may be true that some of the changes 

t'l-tnt have occurred ltlere inevitable, the grant speeded up the 

ch'nc;e process by years. 

Before the grant, criminal justice education at the Uni

versity of Nebraska at OMaha \:rlas typical of criminal justice 

education across the country. A faculty 't'\Ti th t'leak educational 

credentials existed, a research/knowledge producing atmosphere 
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\'Jas absent, and in general the quality of the overall curricu

lum was, at best, "low l,evel." 

The grant made possible a number of significant changes. 

First, the quality of the faculty was 0reatly improved. Start

ing with a faculty of '''ho1''\ only one possessed a doctorate, the 

qrant nade it possible to recruit a faculty with credentials 

appronriate to qraduata education. Second, in a more subtle 

'f;.]ay, the ~Jrant was resnonsible for producing a research atmo

snhere that has been and t-Jill continue to be productive. Re

search is nm" legitimized and prized by the faculty, a dramatic 

change from an atmosphere t'lhere research ~'\Tas discouraged due to 

a vie~,;r of research as being esoteric and impractical. Third, a 

ne"7 graduate program 'I.'laS initiated and, although extremely 

young and in need of revision, has produced a number of out

standing students--outstanding by virtue of their acceptance 

into prestigious doctoral programs. In addition, at least 

three ?roposals for post-masterVs programs were developed and 

"-'\Till serve as future goals. Finally, the grant has been reo. 

sponsible for a vast increase in the quality of the total crim

inal justice curriculum. N[ovement from a "low-level II under

graduate progr~ to an undergraduate program that is truly 

social-science oriented and acade~ic in the strictest sense of 

the T"Tord. has occurre<"l. in a matter of three years instead of the 

eiqht to ten years that would have been required without the 

grant. 

The preceding changes or accomplishments that have been 

briefly l'1entioned represent only general observations. 
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Specific accomplishments too numerous to mention have occurred 

in research and publication and in pedagogical techniques. 

CONSORTIUH IMPACT 

Perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the National Crim

inal Justice Educational Consortium was the establishment of 

a network of academics \olho share a common interest--the im

proveI11ent of criminal justice education. This '-las especially 

important for those Consortium schools with new and evolving 

undergraduate and graduate programs. For such schools, the 

Consortium represented a unique opportunity for the exchange of 

ideas on criminal justice education. In many instances, this 

exchange was the result of informal processes rather than the 

completion of the Consortium's fOk~al agenda. As a result of 

over 20 meetings, intensive relationships that will endure have 

developed. For those of us desiring the advice and expert 

counsel of fellow criminal justice academicians, the Consortium 

has expanded our neb.rork of informational and intellectual ex

change. The Consortium has served as a mechanism to lift the 

barriers of isolated perspective and geographic localism. 

One can identify hard evidence of Consortium success" 

Hanpower research, conferences and conference proceedings, and 

limited student and faculty exchange serve as examples. In 

spite of these examples, it is clear that the original goals of 

the Consortium were too broad and premature for the first life 

of the Consortium. Only near the end of the first life of the 

Consortium have the interrelationships between the schools 
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evolved to the point that major consortium-~-consortium re

search and development products can be develo?ed. 

Perhaps the maior lesson the Consortium can contribute to 

higher education consists in two parts. First, the development 

of honest and genuine relationships among several universities, 

all of vlhich are very different and in many respects unique, 

takes much longer than Most v>JOuld imagine or admit. Second, 

consortia can "JOrk. i the National Criminal Justice Educational 

Consortium is proof. By virtue of completing its planned life 

and by the desire of its membership to extend that life, the 

NCJEC has demonstrated that consortia are viable in American 

higher education. 

INTERACTION: THE UNIVERSITY AND THE CONSORTIUJll 

Discerning the specific impact of the Consortium on the 

University of Nebraska at Omaha is difficult and may be prema

ture. Like all of the universities, UNO probably contributed 

more to the Consortium in the form of time and energy than it 

derived from Consortium membership. Certainly UNO derived 

tangible benefits in the form of curricular ideas and develop

mental policy. Yet the most important benefits are less tan

qible than these and have sternrn.ed from the informal processes 

that made UP t'(le real life of the Consortium. For example, UNO 

can now calIon numerous representatives from six other univer

sities for advice and service 't,Tith extreme candor and ease. 

Additionally, genuine collegial relationships have been pro

duced and exist bebveen rn.any UNO faculty and the faculty of 
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other universities. While the exact importance of these things 

is hard to describe, they are extremely sign.ificant and are, in 

fact, the major benefit that UNO derived from Consortium mem

bership. 
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CHAPTBR 6. Sm1r1.A.RY EVALUATION 

The evaluation o-r the Il06(e) grants has been an ongoing 

process throughout the grant period. Quarterly reports were 

filed t'lith T.JEAA by each 4:06 (e) grantee and the Coordinator's 

Office, and each institution was required to prepare a summary 

report for LEJ....A at the conclusion of its grant. As described 

in Chap·ter 5 v t'l:'JO third-party evaluations t'lere conducted by 

criMinal iustice educators from non-Consortium institutions. 

Also contained in that chapter are the self-evaluations written 

by the Project Directors concerning their individual 406(e) 

qrants. In addition, Volume I of these Reports presents de-

tailed narrative accounts of the particular experiences at each 

of the seven universities. Of necessity, the summary evalua-

tion provided in this chapter is sOMewhat general in nature. 

Readers ",ho desire more specific details should refer to the 

docUMents and publications cited above. 

Three different perspectives should be considered in any 

analysis of the iMPact of the 406(e) monies upon criminal jus-

tice graduate education development~ First, the major portion 

of the 406(e) monies was authorized as individual grants to 

124 
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seven universities to develop ana. strengthen graduate programs 

in criminal justice. Second, LEAA funded a secretariat or 

"Office of the Coordinator" to coordinate the various programs 

and activities agreed upon by the seven participating institu-

tions. Thirn, the Consortium ~'Jas developed after the individ-

ual universities had receive0. their grants; its purpose "'las to 

provide a cooperative relationship among the institutions on 

the assUMption that such collaborative efforts would contribute 

more to the criminal justice system, Consortium goals and ob-

jectives were developed and formalized in a Consortium Agree-

ment.. Thus, any evaluation must consider the goals and accom-

plishments of the individual institutions, the goals and objec-

tives of the Office of the Coordinator, and finally the goals 

and objectives of the Consortium Agreement itself. 

THE INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIOlJS 

The 406{e) grants proposed for the development and 

strengthening of graduate programs over a three-year period. 

'rhis frame of time might have appeared ~1.ore than adequate from 

the viewpoint of the arantor. Host LEAA grants are for much 

shorter perio0s Clue to the intricacies of developing federal 

legislation and the frequent demand for immediate results. 

Hmvever, in nevelooing ne'!.>T programs--especially at the doctoral 

level--such time constraints meet with considerable opposition 

at the university, where layers of COMmittee activity and 

thoughtful, slow deliberation are considered necessary for 

quality curriculum development. Perhaps these constraints were 
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not so apparent at those universities that \'lere strengthening 

existing 0octoral pro0rams. But, of the five remaining insti

tutions that ~-lere c1eveloning net'] programs, only one had a mas

teres proqram in operation at the time of the initial grant 

a\illard. If one assumes that the usual practice is first to de

velop a quality master's proqram before developing a doctoral 

program r then -there remained a formidable task for those insti

tutions seeking the development of both programs over the 

three-year period. 

The lack of qualified qrao.uate faculty at some universi

ties also surfaced as a maior ohstacle in doctoral program de

veloproent. Several universities \'Jithout previous ~rraduate pro

grams in criminal justice 'I'r.!ere staffed mainly by faculty with

out terminal deqrees who han been involved in undergraduate 

prOC'frams '\I>Ti th heavy eMphasis on preparing personnel for entry

level positions in criminal justice agencies. Limited emphasis 

had been placed on research and graduate curriculum development. 

T'VIO of the universities had appointed individuals without ter

minal degrees as director of the administration of the grant. 

The overall absence of qualified graduate personnel did not 

create an atmosphere conducive to rapid doctoral program devel

opment" 

At the tiITle of grant expiration, new master's degree pro

grams had been developed at the University of Nebraska at Oma

ha, northeastern University, and Portland State University. 

Arizona State University had inaugurated both bachelor's and 

master's degree programs in criminal justice. Eastern Kentucky 
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University had received approval for a joint doctoral program 

in cooperation "J'ith l'1ichigan State University and the University 

of ~1ary1and. Portland Sta-t.e University had developed a fie1d

area specialization in criminal justice within the Urban Studie2 

doctoral program, and Northeastern University had developed a 

d.octor of philosophy program in forensic chemistry. 

Both Hichic;an State University and the University of MaJ?Y-

1anc'l had established c'loctora1 programs at the time the 406(e) 

errants 'l[1ere alvarded. The grants for both uni versi ties allowed 

for considerable expansion of the number of students enrolled 

in their programs. In addition? at Michigan State University, 

the master of science degree proqram in the School of Criminal 

Justice "I,tJas extensively revised, along 'ltd th the undergraduate 

curriculum. The University of Hary1and also had a considerable 

increase in the number of master's and undergraduate criminal 

justice majors at their institution during the grant period. 

In the areas of research and technology transfer, substan

tial progress seems to have been made at each of the seven in

stitutions. The universities v criminal justice programs were 

at varyinq c'lecrrees of. sonhistication at the time of grant inau

gural, so it is difficult to assess the results at anyone in

sti tution in relation to the others. HO~J'e'iler, numerous researd 

nrojects "{:Jere developed t and the research potential for -faculty 

and students \qas broadly expanded. Numerous publications, re·" 

ports, seminars, and conferences provided opportunities for 

technology transfer. Opportunities for exchange of ideas with 
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LEAA state and regional planning agencies, as well as with 

criminal justice agencies, were increased. 

Finally, perhaps as a result of ~06(e) monies, significant 

chan0es developed within the colleges v departments, or schools 

recei ving the grant atvards" Net1 academic units were created or 

modified that had considerable impact upon entire university 

academic prograrns~ an~ various cooperative academic endeavors 

were developed ""i th other departments and colleges wi thin the 

universities. 

THE OFFICE OF THE COORDINATOr? 

The Office of the Coordinator 'vas funded November 1, 1973 r 

fi ve Months aiter the a~''larding of grants to the first individ

ual institutions. The major purposes of the grant were to 

assure optimum utilization of the resources of the individual 

Consortium members and to assure that the results of their ef

forts received maximum distribution. 

The Office of the Coordinator ""as housed at Arizona State 

Uni versi ty, but 'I:.he Coordinator "las accountable to the govern

ing Board of Directors of the National Criminal Justice Educa

tionRl Consortium. This Board was comprised of the Project 

Directors f.rom the seven Consortium institutions. The follow'

ina ohiect.i ves ,·!ere rlevcloped ~ 

L Collect research data from Consortium members and dissemi

nate them to interested parties outside the Consortium and 

LEAF<. 
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Collect research data from agencies outside the Consortium 

and LEAA and disseminate them to Consortium members 

Serve as a clearinghouse for research projects of Consor

tium l':lembers to reduce unnecessary duplication 

4, Serve as chief liaison among the Consortium and state,-lo

cal, and private agencies 

5. Serve as a clearinghouse for technical assistance to and 

from the Consortium and Consortium members 

6. Serve as a clearinghouse for the exchange of faculty and 

students among Consortium members 

7. 

8. 

Identify and implement the best ''lay for the Consortium to 

publicize their activities to other educational institu

tions and functional crininal justice agencies: i.e., 

newsletters v journals; etc. 

Provide technical, clerical, and other staff assistance 

to the Consortium and its me~bers 

Ca:rJ.v out other duties as requested by the governing Board 

of the Consortium. 

In fulfillinq these objectives, the Coordinator1s Office 

carried out its basic role as a clearinghouse for Consortium 

activities as T;vell as serving as a secretariat for Consortium 

Meetings. In addition, the development; coordinating, editing, 

and production of the four volumes of ~hese Reports required 

the utilization of the entire staff during the last year of the 

g:r:ant neriod • 
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THE CON80RTIm1 AGREEHENT 

To evaluate the Consortium Agreement;, it is necessary to 

go into some detail regarding the organization and development 

of the Consortium in orc1er to provide the background for future 

analysis. As mentioned previously, some of the individual in

stitutions had been awarded grants five months prior to the 

Consortium Agreement. There hac1. been no mention of Consortium 

activities per se in the proposals of the five institutions 

that had recei veel their qrants in June 1973. Hm'7ever, some 

general references to cooperative efforts had been made in the 

Special Conditions attached to each individual grant aw?rd. 

Special Condition 4 stated that "Representatives of the grant:ee 

institution tdll attend specified :r.1.eetings for the purpose of 

providing advice and counsel to LEAA in concert and cooperation 

with other grantees .••. " Special Condition 9 stated that 

"The grantee agrees that it will foster and encourage the ex

change of faculty and other personnel bebveen itself and other 

named grantees, or between itself and LBAA 0 0 • for the pur

pose of an interlocking and cooperative ioint effort by the 

named grantees and LEAA to build or strengthen quality grad~ate 

level criMinal justice or related academic programs and to car

ry on needed research." 

The vague languarre in the Special Conditions eventually 

led to the development of the Consortium Agreement, ~.,hich was 

sicmect by the seven individual institutions I but not by LEM. 

It 'VlOuld appear that the institutions, in their Agreement, 
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a.ckno~:1ledged the need for group activities to further the de-

velopJ'Ilent of criminal iustice graduate education. HO\'lever, the 

fact that LEAi\ did not participate in this Agreement caused 

some uncertainty within the individual institutions regarding 

their responsibilities in meeting the goals and objectives of 

their individual grant proposals. 

Lac]( of communication bet,\"1een LEAA and its Regional Of-

fices also had an effect on the development of the Consortium. 

From the outset v individual Consortium institutions were 

plagued ~rJith criticisn from Regional Offices of LEAA and state 

planning agencies, other educational institutions offering 

criminal justice programs, and criminal justice agencies in 

general because of their lack of involvement in the decision-

making process that had selected the Consortium members. The 

change in concept from the Centers of Excellence to the Consor

tium never had been clearly communicated by LEAA to interested 

agencies and institutions. Because of -this lack of communica-

tion, there was considerable foot-dragging and lack of coopera

tion from regional and state planning agencies. 

The grant award process also played a major role in the 

relationship of individual institutions to LEAA and the devel-

opment of the Consortium Agreement. Each grant for the insti

tutions was approved individually and on the basis of the ap-
~, 

plication submitted: not all grant applications cited the de-

velopment of doctoral degree programs as one of their program 

goals. For example, the application from the University of 

Nebraska at OMaha indicated that they would undertake "research 
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[which] may lean to the development of a competent doctoral 

program." The Arizona State University application proposed to 

"develop undergraduate and graduate curricula relevant to the 

higher education needs for persons preparing for a career in 

the administration of justice .• 0 " The Eastern Kentucky 

University proposal specified "the development of a cooperative 

doctoral program ,\lith one or more universities." 

HOvlever, LEAA hafl attached almost identical Special Condi-

tions to the gr~nts a\1arded to each institution. One of these ~ 

Special Connition 7; stated: "The grantee agrees to build 

qradua'te deoree programs, both at master's and doctoral levels, 

or to strenathen such programs ""here currently carried on by 

the qrantee. This effort shall be tailored to the specific and 

particular thrust identified in the grantee's application for 

funds under Section 406(e) 'of the Omnibus Crime Control and 

Safe Streets Act (P. L. 90-351 as.amended), or as it may be 

modified upon agreement 't"7i th LEAA." 

The vagueness and ambiguity of this Special Condition al-

lowed for a wide variety of interpretations. Attempts to re-

late this Special Condition to the different narratives in the 

individual grant proposals led ~o considerable disagreement 

betv7een the ConsortiuTI1. institutions and LEAA regarding the par-

ticular goals of individual institutions in curr~~ulum develop-

!l1ent, as "7ell as the goals of the entire Consortium in this 

area. 

The chronology of the development of the Consortium was 

quite unusual. Grants l'7ere first awarded on an individual 

-~--~---- - -------"-~. 
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basis to develop and strengthen graduate programs; later the 

Consortium conc8nt was applied to further those goals. Tradi

tionally consortia have been established only after the partic

ipants have had a long period of time to get acquainted with 

each other and have carefully developed mutual relationships as 

a means of reaching a common goal. The geographical range of 

the Consortium institutions spanned the country; their person

nel ,"Jere generally unacquainted 'tlTith each other; their criminal 

justice programs represented a "7ide variety of academic maturi

ty. The expectation by LEAA that these institutions would pro

gress immediately upon a course of action requiring great coop

eration and understanding '('las unrealistic. . Moreover, because 

of the three-year grant period, it was necessary for the uni

versities to pursue program operation first with little or no 

time available for planninqy staffing, and the development of 

mutuCll trust and cooperation. 

The period of the Consortium grants from 1973-76 was also 

a neriod of time of considerable ac1ministrati ve reorganiza'tion 

and personnel changes for LEAA. As a result of administrative 

changes, responsibility for managing and monitoring of the 

406(e) monies was moved in and out of various LEAA departments; 

over the three-year period at least six different LEAA adminis

trators were responsible for program supervision. These changes 

in personnel led to various interpretations of the grant pro

posals and the role of the Consortium in relation to other LEAA 

programs. Such matters were not clearly agreed upon until the 

last year of the Consortium Agreement. 
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Although considerable resources had to be expended to al

leviate the various problems that arose due to the complexities 

of developing the Consortium, it should not be assumed that the 

goals and objectives established in the Consortium Agreement 

tvere impossible to meet. To the contrary, numerous accomplish

ments were achieved, many goals vJere met, and there is hard 

evidence of Consortium successo 

At the present time there exist y in strategically located 

geoqraphic areas throughout the United States, seven universi

ties that have cooperatively developed or strengthened pro

grams in criMinal iustice graduate education and are thus bet

ter qualified to meet the academic and research needs of the 

cOMPlex criminal justice system. In addition, nevI relation

ships have been developed between LEAA and institutions of 

hiqher education that should provide numerous opportunities for 

higher education to take a more active role in the development 

of the pure and applied research so vital to the improvement of 

the criminal justice system. 

The Consortium activities have provided for an exchange of 

ideas bet'liveen LEAA and hiqher education personnel. Input into 

such areas as LEEP funding p internship program development, and 

graduate felloltJship programs should allo"J. for the development 

of new and continuing programs that best meet ·the needs of fu

ture criminal justice rnanpmver development'. Several of the 

major Consortium endeavors should have an important impact on 

criminal justice education for years in the future; for exam

pIe, with the completed manpO\ver study, LEAA should be able to 
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ascertain more precisely the future manpower needs for criminal 

justice graduate education personnel. 

As a result of the conference of criMinal justice educa-

tors from the United States at the University of Nebraska at 

Omaha and the international conference held at the University 

of Haryland and the availability of the conference materials 

for doctoral program development, there is now a resource of 

materials available for future curriculum development. More-

over, the nel.'>] programs developed by the institutions represent 

the Most current thinking by criminal justice curriculum ex-

perts and should provide a model for continued curriculum de-

velopMent for other institutions of hiqher education in the 

future. 

Although the original Consortium goals were perhaps too 

broad and ambitious for the early stages of the Consortium, an 

as:30ciation of academics ""ho shared in the interest of improv-

inq criminal justice graduate education was established. In-

tensive acadeITIic relationships have been developed providing 

for broad intellectual and informational exchange which should 

benefit the criminal justice system now and in the future. 

Perhaps the overall Consortiurrl endeavor can best be sum-

marized by quoting the "Consortium Impact" assessment vlritten 

hy Project Director 'Vincent Webb for his evaluation of the ef-

fects of the A06(e) grant on the criminal justice education 

program at the University of Uebraska at Ornaha~ 

I 

I 
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Perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the National 
Cri~inal Justice Educational Consortium was the es
tahlishment of a nebJOrk of acader.lics who share a 
cornplOn interest--the improvement of criminal justice 
education. This was especially important for those 
Consortium schools 'vith new and evolving undergrad
uate and graduate programs. For such schools, the 
Consortium representerl a unique opportunity for the 
exchange of ideas on criminal justice education. In 
many instances, this exchange ",as the result of in
formal processes rather than the completion of the 
Consortiuf"\Qs formal aqenda. As a result of over 20 
meetings, intensive relationships that ~lill endure 
have developed. For those of us rlesiring the ad
vice and expert counsel of fellm'7 criminal justice 
academicians, the Consortium has expanded our net
~'!ork of informational and intellectllal exchange. 
The Consortium has served as a mechanism to lift 
the barriers of isolated perspective and geographic 
localism. 
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The Consortimn mernbers u confidence in the future potential 

of coopera:t.i ve endeavors is such that the Consort.ium has been 

extended by the seven universities for at least another year 

without additional funding from LE~~. 
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